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Uncontested elections
seat top two SU offices

John R. Thome

president and show a good degree
of commiunent to the Student
The top two executive offices Union."
for the John Carroll University
Kangas will be replacing junStudent Union were uncontested ior SU President Kevin J. Biacsi.
in the election this past week, alKangas stated his admiration
though a number of write-in can- for the previous administration,
didates surfaced after the close of and also looks forward to the funominations on Tuesday, Feb. 2. ture of the Union under his adThepollsclosedonTuesdaynight ministration. "I think they did a
after two days of elections.
lot of great things," said Kangas.
Presidentfortheacadernicyear "I think we're going to go in a lot
of '93-'94 went uncontested to of new directions, to do a lot of
nominated candidate sophomore, new things."
Also in an uncontested elecPhilip J. Kangas.
"Although
did run tion, the Vice Presidency went to
uncontested I think I still am very Maureen McGuinness, who is
qualified for the position of presi- currently junior class president.
The SU Treasurer and Chief
dent," Kangas said. "I know that 1
See ELECITON, page S
have significant experience as

News Editor

a snow storm.

opboto by Cl>riotiDo

UH City Council Child benefits from SU's actions
approves building
Elizabeth McDonald
News Editor

Chris Kazor
News Writer

John Carroll University cut
through the final bits of legal red
tape that were delaying approval
of the Communications/Arts
Building this past Tuesday at the
University Heights City Council
meeting.
Two items of concern to JCU
were on the agenda of the council.
The first dealt with whether or not
to approve the construction of the
Communications Arts Building.
The building had been approved
by UH's Planning Commission
following a meeting on Jan. 11.
Ron Payto, the architect in charge
of the construction, explained the

layout and design of lhe building

to the council, and then fielded
questions. There was little resistance shown by the council except
for councilwoman Adele Eisner.
"My major concern is the impact on the residents [of University Heights]," she said. Eisner
felt that the new building might
obstruct the view ofresidents along
Miramar Boulevard Additionally,
she stated that the property values
of these residents could be affected.
Payto addressed this concern
by pointing out that the building,
which is currently slated to begin
construction on May 24, is set up
See OTY COUNCIL, page S

Last semester, the Student
Union wmced in cooperation with
the Make-A-Wish Foundatit>n to

News Feature
raise money to grant a wish to a
child who was suffering from a
life-threatening illness.
According to Student Union
President Kevin Biacsi, a total of
$3,430 was raised from the donations of the various fund-raisers.
"I took the check over on the day
before Christtnas Eve, and they
were just elated," said Biacsi.
Katie Dolesh, of the Make-AWish Foundation, said the money
John Carroll University raised
went to grant the wish of 15-yearold Wayne, who is suffering from

cancer of the kidney. , She described Wayne as an A-B student,
"who is friendly and outgoing."
Wayne•s wish was ro go 10
Disneyland in Anaheim, California, and was realized during the
week of January 4-9.
Wayne was accompanied by
his parents and grandmother, and
all together they spent six days.
They did not only go to
Disneyland, but also MGM Studios,EpcotCenter,andSea World
too.
Dolesh said that while in
DisneyLand, Wayne's family
stayed in a special village called
"Give Kids the World." The village is provided by the Make-AWish Foundation, as it has accommodations for children with
special needs. Each family has

Falbo~ optimistic future for community service
Mlchaef J. Quillin
News Writer

Mark Falbo, director of community services, is working to expand the role of community service within John Carroll University and encourages students to
play a larger role in designing
service projects.
In the fall semester of 1992,
185 students signed up to participate in community service with
the Center. Those students then
received letters containing information about agencies that they
could contact.
"Part of my job is to support
and expand existing community
service opportunities and to provide technical assistance with
student organizations who invite
me," said Falbo.
Falbo said that he will work
with students, but he cannot do

everything for them. He said when
a student comes to him to get
involved, he assesses the students'
interests and matches the student
with an organization. Then, it is
thestudent'sjobtocontactandget
involved with that organization.
Falbo also said that he tries to
know what conditions a student
might be working in. "I try to find
out a site assessment and what
kind of risks might be involved,"
said Falbo. "I'm interested when
a student volunteers that the center they're going to work with
knows how to use their time well."
According to Falbo, he does
not go into neighborhoods with all
the answers, but instead, tries to
assess what that community needs
and hopes for and matches his
resources with those needs. He
added it usually takes 4-6 months
to set up a working relauonship

with an agency.
Falbo encourages every JCU
student organization to think about
creating ongoing activities to establish a partnership with an
agency, because this relationship
could "create meaningful service
projects."
Falbo said he is also working to
expand the role ofcommunity service within the John Carroll curriculum. He says there are three
models of service learning within
a course. The first way is for a
student to do any kind of service
he wants. Another is to do work
pertaining to themes within a
course. And a third is for a class
to do group projects. Currently,
there are five courses that have
community service incorporated
into a syllabus.
Falbo is considering the idea of
highlighting a particular set of is-

sues every month and organizing
service according to those issues.
He said that he could, for example,
highlight environmental activities
in April, in honor of Earth Day.
According to Falbo, a dream of
his is to create a ''Frequent Volunteer Card" that would encourage students to take a bigger role
in community service. "With a
network in place, we could track
their hours and we could have
nearby businesses give discounts
to students according to the numberofhours they worked," he said.
Last fall, The Department of
Community Service invited Texas
Governor Ann Richards to speak
at John Carroll. Falbo said that
having well-known speakers createsapublicawarenessoftheneed
for community service. He is
con<:\dering invitin~ a Republican senator to sJX!ak next year.

their own condominium and are
equipped with luxury rental cars.
The children wear "'Give Kids the
w~. so e¥eryOne in
the park is aware that these are
Make-A-Wish children. Parle employees go out of their way to
make sure the lcids do not have to
wait in line, and the Disney characters are especially nice to them.
"They get the V.I.P. treatment,"
she said.
According to Dolesh, Wayne
and his family had a wonderful
time. He bought a "ton of souvenirs," she said, his favorite ones
being a Goofy mug, and a picture
of he and Goofy. He particularly
liked the roller coaster Space
Mountain, the Star Wars StarTour
they went on at MGM studios, and
a restaurant they went to called
King Henry's Feast, where all the
waiters and waitresses dress in
medieval garb.
"They were on the go morning,
noon, and night," said Dolesh.
Dolesh also said she talked to
WayneontheMondayorTuesday
after they returned from California. "He was all smiles and laughs.
He couldn't thank us enough and
he knew that John Carroll was
responsible," she said.
Dolesh explained that there are
three qualifications for a child to
receive a wish from the organization. First, they must be under 18,
they must have a life-threatening
illness, and they must not have
had a wish granted by any other
organization. She added they were
grateful for the Student Union's
help because right now they have
about 50 kids waiting for wishes.
"Here's a very sick kid, but because of the efforts of the student
body, he had a wonderful vacation," she said.
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commentary

J~t nature: More than a phrase

COOL THINGS TO DO AT JCU
editorial

Can there be a limit to freedom?
The freedom of speech is ostensibly a right guaranteed to all by the First
Amendment. But, can there be limits placed on this freedom?
The John Carroll community appears to think so.
What kind of environment are we fostering when Resident Assistants
cannot publicly affinn their beliefs for fear oflosing their jobs? An RA's name
was withheld from a letter to the editor last week not because of a lack of
conviction, but rather out of a fear of unreasonable repercussions. TheRA felt
that they might be treated unfairly because of expressing an opinion contrary
to that of an employer.
The only limitation that Carroll makes against free speech is sanctions for
"the continued public advocacy of positions contrary to the Catholic character
of the university."
Is one letter to the editor "continued advocacy" of an anti-Catholic
doctrine?
The anonymous authors of the Free Press also expected unreasonable
repercussions for their statements. By not publicly defending their beliefs,
they are tacitly acknowledging their fear of harassment or repercussions. But
anonymity greatly undermines the legitimacy of the Free Press's claims.
People must start taking responsibility for their words, ideas and actions.
An expectation appears to exist that cenain topics cannot be freely
discussed on this campus and outside opinions are not treated with respect.
Freedom of speech cannot be forfeited. It cannot be allowed to be limited.
It is not fair that someone should choose between their job and their
conscience. This past week we saw a glimmer of a rotten underside of JCU.
This fear strangles our right to speech and undermines the basic principles of
this university.

Justice is undoubtedly served
Was justice served to the Rugby Club? A high level of indignation appears
to be surrounding the Student Union Judicial Board's Feb. 3 decision to hold
the Rugby Club guilty on two counts-- illegal possession of a keg and use of
a University facility without proper permission.
Were these verdicts reached fairly? Since there were two hearings, was this
an instance of double jeopardy? Was the Rugby Club forced to prove their
innocence, rather than working from the innocent until proven guilty premise?
With more information, these questions can be easily answered.
Justice was served. The decisions of the Judicial Board were well-founded
and well within the rights established by the judicial system.
This second hearing was merely a continuation of the flrst, not a retrying of
lhe charges. At the Nov. 4 hearing, ch".rges about the possession of the keg
were suspended since the Rugby Club contended that the keg, which was
unquestionably on the field, was brought by an individual and not by the Club.
At this time, the Board reserved the right to continue the hearing at a later date
if they found that an individual was not responsible. The evidence provided
incontrovertible support that the individual was not responsible. Consequently the burden of responsibility must rest with the Club. On their signed
facilities request it stated explicitly that no alcohol would be at the event. They
also took responsibility for any violations that took place at the facility. They
took no action to have the keg removed, therefore it was in their realm of
responsiblity.
The controversy surrounding the guilty verdicts is unwarranted. The
Judicial Board waited until they had gathered all the facts before making their
final judgement. We should all do the same.

O.K. So we theadministrationteUsusweforfeitcenain
know what we rights. Instead of encouraging us to work:
can't do because for the good of society after graduation,
we are students at students who mention their interest in the
this
basically Jesuit Volunteer Corps are laughed at durCatholicandJesuit ing Co-Op interviews.
university. When
This certainly is not the "Jesuit educaare we going to be tion for a more just society" advertised by
told what we John Carroll in the 1991 Cleveland Orshould be doing? chestra Program.
Nora Mackin
But the true Jesuit nature of John Car~mEdrtor __j When is the Jesuit
philosophyofMen roll, although stifled, is not silenced.
and Women for Others going to become a
Through Project Gold and Campus
part of our everyday vocabulary? When is Ministry, students make themselves people
an AMDG banner going to be hung from forothers.ThroughBUSA, Women'sCoa!ilion, SAFE, JUSTICE, the SIC and every
the ALrium balcony?
(Note: AMDG stands for Ad Majorem other organization which promotes educade Gloriam and means "For the Greater tion and discussion, the Jesuit ideal of
Glory ofGod. "This is the basic principle of know ledge seeking justice triumphs.
the Jesuit order. Maybe the fact that this Through every student who honors God,
even needs an explanation is a sign of how the Jesuit spirit lives. Through the group of
little we know about the Jesuits).
students attempting to mitiate a class on the
Sadly, it is possible to spend four years Jesuit nature of John Carroll, the Jesuit
at John Carroll and never understand the vision has a chance of survival.
Jesuitnatureofthis university. Most people
But instead of a Jesuit phrase here and a
think only of the Jesuits as those guys who Jesuit action there, the Jesuit nature of John
live in Rodman Hall, not as the vanguards Carroll must become unified. We must
of change. Yes, their presence is acknowl- work together to make John Carroll more
edged, but their beliefs, ideals and educa- Jesuit
tiona! philosophies are foreign.
Students, faculty, administrators and
In The Jesuit Vision of a University, staff must understand what it means that
Robert F. Harvanelc, SJ. writes: "From the John Carroll is a Jesuit institution. This
beginning, Jesuit education hoped to pro- does not mean that we should know only
duce leaders in society, leaders that would the restrictions or limitations.
move society to be the concrete embodiRather, we should understand the
ment of the virtues of justice and charity." lgnatian focus on the action which results
Whenthegraduatingclassofl993stands from knowledge.
on the Quad in the May sunshine, will they
Rather than accepting the explanation of
feellilce the concrete embodiments of char- Ignatian ideals with a bored, yeah whatever
ity? For that matter, are students who sit in approach, we must listen to lhe Jesuit ideclassrooms or study in the library aware als, contemplate them, and act upon our
that they should be striving to personify conclusions.
justice?
Everyone at John Carroll is responsible
I don't think so.
for making this place more Jesuit But beRight now the Jesuit nature of the uni- fore we can advance the Jesuit nature, we
versity is presented as a limitation rather must understand what it is.
than as a philosophy of justice.
~ /1
_,~A
Instead of promoting service or action,
v l PtA- J'Jf't·11{~

hits and misses
Hit: Cleveland winter weather has some
benefits-- especially for those taking night
classes. Too bad the decision to cancel
evening classes on Tuesday was made 100
late to affect day classes.
Miss: Stealing the $100 Papa John's
illuminated sign while the car was park:ed
in from of J CU was a mark of immaturity.

The Carroll Ne,vs
Mark Schreiner
Editor-in-chief

PJHruschak
Managing Editor

Miss: Voting upon studemand organization of the year at this week's SU meeting
was a joke. Procedures and voting qualifications were unnecessarily confusing.
News-·~..........Elizabeth

McDonald, Editor
...............................John R. Thome, Editor
EditoriRI..... .................Tara Schmidtke, Editor
foru--··-···············-·~···Nona Mackin, Editor
Jen Williams, Editor
World View...............Stephanie Slanina. Editor
.......•....•.........Jeff Walker, Assistant
CtmrpJCS Life-....•............ Michul James, Editor
....................... MelisN Till<. Editor
E"tnt4i11mertt..................... PJ Hruschak. Editor

I .................

....................Rob Fargo, Assistant

Wendy Starr
Business Manager

Marianne Salcetti, Ph. D.
Advisor
MEWEI

Hit: TheWellness Program lcick-off was
a great success and showed the positive
effects of cooperation between Carroll and
the outside community.

~

Ft1111ms ......................Meghan Gourley, Editor

..............................Jon Beech, Assistant
Sports...........................Brmnan Lafferty. £Citor
.............................James Cahill. Assistant
................... _ ......Lana Durban, Assistant
Profiles-.............•....... Anne Tirpak. Editor

I • .-J:
.........................••.-l>ers Dlaz, AssiJtant
E...............................Julie Garvin, Assisamt
t---------------1 Phorogmplly......................
........•......Chrletirte Hurayt. Editor
Dan Birch, Alleistant
!I~

BJCSi~~tU--- Jennifer Miboe, Acx:ounts Mgt.

................... Rob Baxter, Developer

Adam Reichard, Asst. Acx:ounts Mgr.
............Jonathon Hofley, Ad Designer Grwp.lllcs-........,Brian Ballentine, Editor
.....Joanne MOlter, Asst. Ad Designer CDifY··-······-..·-······ .• ~ Thcxnas, Editor
---·-··-·-·---·-Madelin Esquivel
.............Leah Kofman, Representative
-----~-·--~··-··-~···JOitph Gaay
·-···········bchel Long, Representative
·----·-·-··-···Manuela Lue
.....~ .....Don Palmieri. Rep.-esentative
}low
l7W CAm~~~w-lt f'llbli*d -kly4lltllis ~-~by
IN lltlldntl d JollA Cmol1 \Jftl\otrllty.
s,ecull .ProJtcts...........................Patrick McGill
OpialoN~ lfttd1forialltlU\d ca~ ll'tt"-dTiw
.......................Thoma. Peppard
c-... ,.... editorial boo rei ...d do aot - n l y rtllect the
opWoadw)CUad~faulty,oriNdtrD. Slped
--·············.......Patrick Scullin
INWrill 1114 comlo are eoldy 1he View ol tlw Atthor.
.................................Julie Smith

........................·-·-·······-·1•1011

Homr tubectl~ for orw trmtMff ol tht CN WI be
oblaiMd for S1 0. PIN• contad the CN offlae.
Offlct pllont 1\WI'bfts- (216)Jf7-&m and (216) , , _
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letters to the editor
gavel-banging power hounds. This type of slipshod arbitration should not be tOlerated. The student body should be
worried when a rugby player highlights inanities 10 our
To the Editor,
judicial process. I hope the presiding court will be replaced
Due to past success and a growing concern, we have by those who has read our constituuon.
decided to resume paper recycling 10 the administration
John P. Carroll
and science buildings. We are hoping to resume paper
Green Gator Rugby Club
recycling in the dorms, but details must first be worked out
with the administration. We hope to provide a campuswide service as soon as possible in order to get the program
off the ground. We would appreciate your support by
To the Editor:
saving newspaper, handouts, all copier paper, etc. Please
I am writing in response to the Feb. ll edition, with
no brown bags or envelopes. We will be picking up the regards 10 the men's rugby conviction article on the front
paper every other Friday. Please place your paper, which page. I am not a rugby club member, but I agree wilh Mr.
should be somehow packaged or contained, outside your Ferraro's comments about the Student Union's ruling
office door no later thatn Friday atl 0:00a.m. If you are not being unfair.
in on Fridays, leave the box outside on Thursday. Our first
Mr. Gagnon was quoted as saying "They could not
pick-up day will be Friday, February 19.
prove that it was not their keg, so we were forced to charge
Julie Evans
them wilh !his violation." The rugby club is not responsible
Class of 1993
in proving that the keg was not theirs, !he burden of proof
is on the prosecution, not the defendants. It would be
Judicial board, rugby player,
basically impossible for !hem to prove that it wasn' t the
club's.
Mr. Gagnon, this in not military law,putdifferently,
students respond to conviction
this
isn't
guilty until proven innocent. The idea of innocent
To the Editor,
proven
guilty is a fundamental aspect of the United
until
We would like to clarify the situation regarding Mike
legal
system.
What should John Carroll University
States
Kadlub's article on the JCU Rugby Club in the February
stray
from
such
a
policy?
11, 1993 edition of the CN. Within the article a quote from
I also do not feel that authorization is needed for the club
Chief Justice Brian Gagnon indicated the Rugby team was
to
practice on the field. My friends and 1 have played
guilty until proven innocent, that however, was not the
countless
pick-up football games on the disputed field
case. The Rugby Club was found guilty on !he charge
wilhout
such
"authorization." The field is large enough to
because a keg was at the their game, at a function stipulated
accommodate
several groups at once, rugby or otherwise.
as being alcohol free, notwithstanding John Carroll and
In
my
first
semester
here, I have been 10ld, much to my
University Heights policy which forbids kegs on Univerto awareness of
sity grounds.

SAFE resumes paper recycling

··--------------------------------

safe sex. I certainly hope that my second semester at this
University will not f10d me forfe1ung my legal rights as
well
Jack M1cenko
Class of 1996

To the Editor:
As I read the article in the Carroll News last week
concerning the conviction of the men's rugby team, I was
shghtly confused about the policies used to justify the
sanctions imposed on the team.
First of all, John Carroll University is in the United
States of America where citizens are guaranteed to be
1nnocent unt:Jl proven guilty. ''They could not prove !hat it
was not their keg, so we were forced lO charge !hem wilh
this violation."
The problem is this: Shouldn't 1t have been the Student
Union's responsibility to prove the keg O.W belong the rugby
team and not the rugby team's responsibility to prove it

WWl.l?
What about double jeopardy? The team had already
been found 10nocent of !he crime! Why was this case
reopened? I know the Hearing Board must have beuer
things to do than look for things lO convict people who
don't have a very good reputation, already.
I only hope the team's less than desirable reputation has
nothing to do with the steep sanctions imposed. I hope !hat
olher organizations will learn from this organization's
experience to never make a m1stake for fear the Umversity
will use their unfair poltctes against them as well.
Mary Kearney

The article also did not make mention of the second
charge !he Club was found guilty. The Rugby Club played
a game on University grounds without the required approval, which is a violation of Unversity policy
The Judicial Board of the John Carroll University
Student Union
To the Editor:
Your Feb. 11 issue quotes some snippets from the
month dfth~ Chief Justice'. A:~ng to M'r. Gagnon, our
club was originally found innocent of all the charges
involving a keg of beer found near our playing field. But
alas, a question remained. Who's beer was it?
We were re-charged with the violation and subsequently convicted All this transpired after our acquittal.
As the ChiefJustice so aptly put it. ''The rugby team offered
no proof that the keg was not theirs, so we were compelled
to enforce the violation."
Is !he John Carroll judicial system that backwards?
Whatever happened to our protection from doublejeopardy?
Furthermore, since when does a defendant have to prove
his innocence? Not since the McCarthy era has there been
a greater miscarriage of justice.
I am extremely dissatisfied with the Chief Justice and

MUG NIGHT!
every

Tuesday & Thursday

JOHN CARROLL
UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENT OF
COMMUNICATIONS
Presents

GRANDMA
DUCK
IS DEAD
By La rry Shue

The Eastside Music Oub

321-4072
Corner of Cedar and So. Taylor-Ciev. Hts.

Marinello
Little
Theater
February
18,19,20,25,26,27
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NEA and Bill Clinton pu1np millions into dying systetn
Dennis Kosoer
Forum Writer

It's hypocrisy. It's l.he liberal Democrats view on education. In a country where l.he public education system is
deemed by all, one of l.he worst in l.he indusuialized world,
Democrats hide in l.he shadows while walking a fme line
between improvement and appeasement
In Washington, D.C., !he National Education Association represents two million unionized teachers and possesses exttaordinary power. Their agenda. like any ol.her
union, is to procure greater benefits and job security for its
members. These goals run somewhat contrary lO l.he bettecment of our public school system.
NEA rules prohibit l.he firing of teachers l.hat are failing
to do !heir job. A rule such as l.his, insures poor teachers of
a steady job while depriving students of a solid education.
The only solution that the NEA sees as viable is the
appropriation of money for the existing system. A system
where D.C. itself spends $7,500 per pupil and then posts
results from SAT scores that rank it 50th in l.he nation.
It is quite evident l.hat pumping billions more dollars
into l.he current system is notl.he answer to l.his problem.
Private schools are the answer for some, but only those who
can afford it And who can afford it? A large group consists
of those same liberals who are proponents of larger funding. Out of l.he 535 members of l.he last Congress, only one
representative sent his child into l.he D.C. school system.

Even many public school teachers, members of l.he NEA,
areabletosend !heir children toprivateschool system. And
how can we forget Bill and Hillary choosing to send
Chelsea to l.he very private and exclusive Sidwell School.
I can't, nor will I argue with anyone's reasoning behind
sending !heir children to a private school. I will, however,
point out l.he blatant hypocrisy in l.hese actions. They
obviously feel !.hat what's good for l.he masses isn't good
for their own "privileged" children. A blatant disregard for
the nation's public education needs is occurring. It's time
to put an end to l.he political pandering, and put initiate.
The American public expresses support for public reform in large numbers.
An Associated Press poll released on September 6,
1992, showed 63 percent of Americans in favor of l.he Bush
proposal for $1,000 scholarships for children from poor
and middle-income families, to be used "at any public,
private or religious school." Minorities were in favor by
even larger percentages. Wil.h so much support for some
kind of reform, why does the new administration refuse to
see l.he light?
Changes need to be made in order to better provide for
our children so l.hat l.hey can do the same for their own. Paul
Harvey, a Los Angeles Times syndicate, suggests l.hat the
·government must "confront umon rules that protect the
JObs of poor teachers.. then free the remaming good
teachers to teach, rather than handing out condoms" and

preaching about other social issues that are placed above
reading and rnal.h.
Ta!k radio's Rush Limbaugh believes l.hat the system
could be improved by allowing parents to choose l.he public
school their child will attend. Such a system would foster
competition between schools, forcing l.hem to hire the best
teachers and use l.he most effective teaching mel.hods.
Changes such as these could improve our fledgling schools
100 percent
The possibility of any changes in l.he present system is
highly unlikely in l.he near future with President Clinton
dancing to the beat of the NEA's dnun.
Mr. Clinton cannot promise public school reform while
pandering totheNEA, but he can and will continue to allow
l.he privileged in l.his country, many of whom are his own
supporters, to send !heir children to exclusive private
schools where a sound education is, in many cases, guaranteed.
The president's choice of school for his daughter and his
choice for education secretary, Richard Riley, say two
distinctly different l.hings, and show that he is once again
trying to be on both sides of l.he issue.
As a candidate, l.his action hurt only Bill Clinton, but as
president, 1t hurts l.he entire nation. It especially hurts the
children who will still be forced mto schools that resemble
war zones and graduate them wtl.h such limtted knowledge
thatl.hey will be unable to even read l.his article.

Aptitude is in the way you play the testing game
Potrick_McGIII - - -- - - -

Special PrOjects EditO!

SAT's. Remember l.hem?
Forsomeofus,l.hey area distant memory,
a rite of passage that one must experience to
attain "higher education."
For ol.hers, l.he dreaded SAT experience
has passed but one short year ago.
From what I can remember, l.he SAT is
a formalny, anol.her hoop to JUmp through
on the way to college. Much like l.he GRE
is an even more annoying hoop to jump
through on l.he way to graduate school.
But anyhow, back to the SAT and why I
am writing aboutl.his distant memory.
My attention was arrested by an article
in The Plain Dealer, a front page article no
less, about !he SAT.
Does anyone remember what SAT
means? For l.he unmformed, it sigrufies
Scholastic Aptitude Test.
AAAAAAAAGGGGGHHHHHH!
Did you see n? That word? It's hideously scary!
Aptitude!
Dare I say it again? No, I couldn't pos-

sibly. I may offend someone.
Aputude!
Hah! There,stopmeifyouean. Aptitude,
aptitude, aptitude aptitude, aputude.
Isn' tttl.he most frightening word you've
ever seen?
It seems as if l.he lovely folks at l.he
College Board, !hose cruel torturers, have
now taken an tnterest in l.he sensitivity of
the test-takers.
According to the article, "l.he word
'aptitude' has fallen into disfavor. 'Aptitude' tmplies raw intelligence- or lack
thereof."
The Random House College Dictionary
Revised Ediuon defines aptuude as "1.
capability; innate or acquired capacity for
somel.hing; talent. 2. readiness in learning;
intelligence."
"Aputude" seems to be one of !hose
politically uncorrect words that no one is
allowed to use anymore. But why?
I must ask myself, what does the
SAT test? Aptitude! The SAT tests
one· s ability, or capability, or aptitude,
to perform several basic tasks, those

bemg defining words, determining relationships between words, computing
simple algebnuc problems, and reading for
comprehension.
True, aptitude may imply raw intelligenceas in the College Board's definition,
but I would trust a definition from a dictionary (innate or acquired capacity for
somel.hing) before one of their screwy definitions.
The SAT is a game, as is the ACT,
as is the GRE, the GMAT,the LSAT.
All tests are essentially games, puzzles
that must be figured out. Docs anyone
else realize this?
To play the game requtres aptitude.
To succeed in college requires aptitude. You must be able to figure things
out, solve problems, understand the
way things work.
If you can't figure out a stupid
standardized test (yes, standardized: everyone takes l.he same test and has been
talcing variations on l.hc same test for years
upon years; it's no secret), l.hcn do you
really belong in college.

Our U.negera are profe-lonala at making aure.••
The atrnoaphere Ia alwaya fun, The food Ia alwaya freah,
The . .rvlce Ia elwaya good, The achedule Ia alwaya aet and
The Trelnlng la dealgned to let you ahlne!

One of my teachers has said l.hat one of
l.he keys to success in college is to "solve
the teacher," whtch is to a large extent true
This is aptitude-to know when to hold
'em and know when to fold 'em, to know
when you need to do l.he best job possible
and when you can "be sick for the sunny
afternoon."
Everyone goes through these calculations everyday. Aren't l.hey scary? Isn't
having l.his aptitude such a terrible abihty?
The College Board would be insane to
change the name of the SAT to somethtng else, such as Scholastic
Achievement Test or Student Attainment Test, as were suggested in the
article. This would only further
illegitimtze their already inane exam
by calling it something tt is not.
What l.he SAT measures, if 1t measures
anyl.hing at all except memory, is aptitude,
plain and simple.
It is an aptitude in test taking, an aptitude in success in college, where test-taking
is a pretty normal occurrence. All you need
is the aptitude to figure it out.

Cafe Only 8-Ciose
Mon.+Tues.: 15¢Wings • 75¢ Slices of Pizza
Wednesday: 2 for 1 Pizzas
99¢ Drinks for Ladies 6-9

~ eEJ HtL '-~Jli f/'0.~,~~ttu.,v
-- o/Jfat ~~a,-... flluV.!
If you are an energetic, eothusiaslic, team player looking for a tun, fast-paoed environment, then come join our

OPENING TEAM!

The following positions are available :
• Hoat/Hoateaaes
• Bartenders
• Busaers
• Grill Cooks
• Pantry Cooks • Dishwashers • Servers
• Fry Cooks
• Broiler/ Saute Cooks
Apply In Person:

9a.m . - 6p.m .

Monday-Saturday

Sheraton Cleveland City Centre
777 St. Clair Ave.
(East Ninth & St. Clair)

Restaurant • Bar & Gathering Place

IHIAPPV IHIOUR: 4-6 Mondays
15% off w/ college ~D

321-7272 • Fairmount Circle
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'92-'93 SU officers close agenda
Events Committee. Kangas won
the award.
For Bestlntemal Organization,
the SpecUll EventS Committee won
over the Student Issues Committee, the Internal Affrurs Committee, and the Finance Committee.
Finally, the Black United Students Association (BUSA) won
the Best External Orgamzatton
Award. over \1cals on Wheels,
The Carroll News, and the Irish
Club.
Also, three bills were proposed
at the meeung. Theftrst, presented
by SU Secretary Diana Hartman,
was to amend Article II Section 6
of the Student Union Handbook.
The bill called for malong it necessary that "all m-term SenatOrs
meet the approval of the current
Senate, through a Bill of
Appointement as presented by the
President of the affected Board of
Class Representatives."

Elizabeth McDonald
News Edrtor

MaryAnn Bjelopera, Rev. Mike Lavelle, and Katie Mastrlan
participate in Wellness activities. See related story, page 8.

City Council
Continued from page 1
tO be adjacent to Gesu Church, so
it will not impede the view of any
residents. This statement was
supported by UH Building Commissioner William Nadeau. "I
think it is located in the best possible place," Nadeau said.
Following discussion, the
council unanimously accepted the
recommendation of the Planning
Commission to approve the
building.
The approval of the building
did carry a stipulation that JCU
build a parking lot containing 43
spaces next to the library by Sept.
1996 to make up for the loss of
spaces caused by the construction.
The current lot along Miramar has
81 spaces, but 23 of those will be
preserved. Overall, the construction carries a net loss of only 15
spaces.
The other item of interest was
the UH ordinance requiring that
there be a 15 percent building tO
land ratio for the UniversityCollege district The construction
of the new bwlcting would nudge
JCU tO just beyond this point at
15.13 percent. The planning
commission had recommended
that this ratio be changed to 20
percent, which would allow JCU
to proceed with construction of

r ~

the Communications/Arts Building, as well as allow for further
expansion in the future.
Prior 10 the council meeting, a
public hearing was held to address
this point No one in the sparse
audience, however, had any
comments to add.
Again, Eisner was the only
member of council to voice any
serious concern about the measure.
With the approval of the Communications/Arts Building, Eisner
pointed out that, "We [the council] have already approved the additional .13 percent, and 1 don't
believe there's any reason to grant
a blanket 5 percent."
Councilman David Mitchell
downplayed Eisner's objection,
saying that the University would
still have to come before the
council before any other projects
could be started.
"This simply sets the parameters for University expansion,"
he said.
The matter was brought to a
vote in the form of ordinance no.
93-04. It was passed by all
members of the council, with the
exception of Eisner.
John Reali, vice president for
services, ex pressed pleasure at the
outcome of the meeting. ''They
liked our design and architecture,"
Reali said. "They liked us as a
good neighbor."
-

--------

The Student Union meeting on
Tuesday, Feb. 16, closed the 19921993 Executive Officers' agenda.
One of the ftrst orders of business was to accept nominations
for Person of the Year, Best Internal Organization, and Best
External Organization.
According 10 theSrudent Union
Handbook, the Person of theYear
Award recogmzes "the outstandmg member of the John Carroll
Student Umon for service, leadership, and dedication to the John
Carroll Student Union for the past
year."
The nomtnees were Dr. Lavm,
vice president for S rudent Affairs,
Sophomore Class President Phil
Kangas, Senior Bill O'Connell,
co-chairperson of the Srudent Issues Committee, and Senior
Michelle Riebe, of the Special

Chicago trip for
Finance Association
News Write r

Five business professors and
several members of the John
Carroll University Finance Association observed world trade ftrst
hand in Chicago Wednesday during a three-day tour of the city's
fmancial institutions.
Visits to the Chicago Board of
Trade, the Mercantile Exchange,
the Federal Reserve Bank, and a
private trading fum made up the
itinerary for the trip.
At the Chicago Board ofTrade,
students met with JCU alum Mark
Pacelli, who briefed the group on
futures and options procedures.
"Most people think that the
furures and options market is just
total speculation and the traders
are there for a quick buck, however, Mr. Pacelli told us that he
believes in holding a longer term
posiuon,"said seniorTom Hanzel.
Demonstrating the hand signals at the Board of Trade, Anthony Drake, fatherofJCU semor
Don Drake and 20-year trader in
the Board, helped the students
make sense of the pit procedures.
Similar to the Board of Trade,
students visited the Mercantile
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Justice races were contested.
The office of ChiefJustice was
won by freshman John Cranley.
Cranley defeated junior Curt Ross,
in what was Cranley's ftrstrun for
an office in the Student Union at
Carroll.
"As a freshman, I didn't run
for a class office, because I wasn't
sure that I could do a good job,
because of the work load and the
transition of college," Cranley
said. "Ha'ring done a semester.

and doing very well, I was sure
that 1could handle a job like this."
Kathy McCullough wiU take
the office of Student Union Treasurer. McCullough, a Junior,
defeated Alex Spinos, who is
currently the Junior Class vice
president McCullough is currently
a junior class senator.
"Weare very fortunate this year
to be starting out with a positive
budget instead of a deficit, and
we'll work from there," she said.
The office of secretary of the
Student Union will be filled by the
Kangas administration. Letters of
intent for secretary, as well as
Director of Internal Affairs are
available in the SU office. The
letters are due b Feb._28.
;;_
___,
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Exchange where they were given
clearance to roam the actual trading floor.
''Even with a background in
fmance, the Mere is overwhelming," said seniorJohn Orsanic, cochair of the trip.
Brad Raitz, co-chair of the trip,
said he now has a new appreciation for the Chicago markets.
"For example, some traders
call Brazil daily to sec if the rain
affected the soy bean crops there.
Trading decisions in the U.S. are
influenced by this," he said.
The students also visited the
ftrm of Rodman & Renshaw, students spoke with trader Dennis
Ryan, who explained what is involved with working in a smaller,
more individualized fum.
"Lots of kids have never been
into a trading house and should
before making a career choice,"
said Murphy.
Thegroupals:> visitedtheFederal
Bank of Qllcago to round up the
formal Jl1lt of their trip.
Scott Moore, David Schirm and
Larry Cima, finance professors,
accompanied the group along with
Jack Soper and Judy Brennecke,
economics professors.

Della Thacker

The final vote on the bill was
tabled until the next meeting,
which will be two weeks from
now, on Mar. 2.
The second bill, which was
presented by Jun1or Class President Maureen McGuinness and
Sophomore Class President Phil
Kangas. was for "a resoluuon in
whtch the John Carroll Student
Union sincerely thanks Dr. James
Lavm for his outstanding dedJcation, servtce and support to the
student body of John Carroll Umverstty." This resolution was
unan1mously passed.
The thtrd bill, also presented
by McGutnness, was to approve
the charter of the Commuter AsSOCiation. It was stmilar to a bill
presented last week, but was unable to be voted on then because
the Association needed tO go under review. This week, the bill
was unan1mously passed.
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NEWS QUIZ
1.) _
Judit Polgar, the
world's top-ranked teen-age
chess player, celebrated vtctory over former world
champion Boris Spassky by
holding the Russian to a draw
in the ninth game of their 1game series.
a) Pole; b) Hungarian;
c) Russian; c) Czech

2.) Shimon Peres, Israeli
Foreign Minister, satd that Israel was ready to make compromises including ones involving territory. He wants to
further negociate peace talks
with the_.
a) Arabs; b) Palestinians;
c) Jordantans; d) Syrians
3.) Citizens of _ voted
for their flfSt democratic government 10 a ballot brought
about by violent strikes. A
shonage of money and shaky
security m the north, though,
delayed the ballot
a) Nigeria; b) Morocco;
c) Zaire; d) Niger
4.) Children in the newly
independent _ Republic are
having 'smog holidays'. Scientists say breathing the air is
like smoking 10 cigarettes a
day. This region, of about one
million people, has been declared an enviommental dt·
saster.
a) Russian; b) Slovak;
c) Czech; d) Lithuanian
Aftlwwt:l)b:l) a . J)d;4)c

Campil..s by: S~lo Slmlna
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Church plays role in international peace
challenge of peace ten years
ago when the United States
"When the political system and the U.S.S.R. were engaged
fails, the church plays an impor- in a nuclear arms struggle.
tant role in bringing people to neAlso, Pope John Paul served as
goti3te," said Drew Christiansen, an intermediary for Kennedy and
S.J., at the lecture "The Challenge Kruschev during the Cuban Misof Peace in a Post-Cold War sile Crisis. Therefore, "there's a
World." held Feb. 11.
sign that the church can set moral
Christiansen, a Yale graduate bounds for the discussion of peace
in religious social ethics, is the 10 a democratic way."
ctirector of the office of InternaAccording toChnstiansen, three
tional Justice and Peace for the themes are streSsed by the church:;
United States Catholic Confer- solving conflict by negotiation inence.
stead of war, the priority of human
He has served on the staffs of rights, and the building of a glothe Woodstock Theological Cen- bal institution that will serve uniter and the Kennedy Center for versal common good.
"Future generattons remember
Btoethtcs at Georgetown University. He taught social ethics at the fondly those who avoided nuclear
Jesuit School of Theology at war," said Christiansen.
However, the focus has changed
Berkeley and was an associate
professor of theology at the today to problems such as ethnic
University of Notre Dame's conflicts, global environmentalism
Kroc Institute for InternatiOnal and thebasicissueofhurnanrights.
"When you see things deliberately
Peace Studies.
'There is an incapacity of in- destroyed in Bosnia it's hard to
ternational institutions right stick to non-violent principles,"
now," said Christiansen. "Where Christiansen said.
do people go when these instituNevertheless, people need to
tions fail?"
learn to fight for justice without
Christiansen noted that hu- violence. "Letters sent to educate
man rights have been a church people aboutrestraintson warfare
s uccess area. Catholic dio- have been sent to our military and
ceses were committed to the the Army and the Marines have
Pam Buehner

World Vtew Wnter

World War II won't go away
Tyler Marshall_
e1993. Los Angeles Times

DRESDEN , Ge rmany
When Britain's Queen Elizabeth
II tours abroad, her visits are
usually upbeat, friendly occasions,
heavy on handshakes, goodwill
and smiles.
Not here.
Her brief stop in this oncebeautiful city last October was a
subdued, tense affair. Applause
was audible from the estimated
5,000 people who watched her
arrive in the city center, but it was
thin and brief. Two eggs flew from
the crowd and landed in her vicinity. Faces - both German and
British - were strained.
A placard in the crowd read, in
English, "Think of 13-14 February 1945, Your Majesty" - the
night 48 years ago that British and
American aircraft firebombed
Dresden, destroying most of the
city and killing an estimated
35,000 people in the most devastating aerial attack of World War
II in Europe.
The people of Dresden had
hoped fora gesture from the queen.

They wanted her to stop at the pile
of rubble that was once the
Frauenkirche (Church ot Our
Lady), one of Europe's architectural wonders, and acknowledge
the city's suffering.
"She practically just drove
through," said Helga Sievers, 67,
a survivor of the raid and member
of a small pacifiSt organization
called Interest Group Feb. 13th,
1945. "We know (Nazi) Gennany
got what it deserved, but after so
many years ... "
Those in the royal party insisted that no snub was intended. It
was simply that the Dresden raid
remained so controversial in Britain, they said. that such an overt
gesture of reconciliation would
have stirred up a flap back home.
The emotions surrounding the
royal visit - a relatively minor
event on the European diplomatic
calendar - underscored a far
larger, more important phenomenon: In modem, democratic Europe, events large and small still
fall under the shadows of World
War II, a war that ended nearly
half a century ago.

taken tt seriously," he sa1d.
But, it is not just and issue for
the church to handle. Chnstianscn
says that "there is an obligation
for everyone; Christians, and all
people or good will."
Christiansen notes that public
opinion is important for setting
limits on government. People
can create new dynam 1cs for
resolving conflict.
''There is a general calling of all
Christians to non-violence,"
Christiansen said. Non-violence has
turned around many tyrannies,
such as m East Germany and
the U.S.S.R., he stated. "Modern war does not meet the

standards of just war."
Most importantly, Christiansen
stressed that there lies a challenge
to America to educate its fellow
ciuzens to be responsible and to
contribute willingly to human
good. "We can't just tum our
back on a holocaust," he says.
Countries like Bosnia, Somalia and El Salvador are suffering.
People need to get involved to
help these countries, whether it is
through the church or through
vo1cing one's opinion to the government. "The challenge,"
Christiansen said, "is to not abandon the rest of the world, but to be
involved in it"

British Explorers
Cross Antarctic
the hands and feet. Fiennes also
has a severely mfected foot.
For more than three months,
LONDON - Two polar explorers were lifted off the Ross Ice the men endured winds of up to
Shelf in the Pacific Antarctic Fri- 100 mph and temperatures as low
day "more dead than alive," and as minus 60 degrees Fahrenheit.
Britain found itself with two new They pulled their 400 pound supheroes to celebrate, one with the ply sleds over pressure ridges and
touch of the Victorian about him. mountains as high as 10,000 feet,
Sir Ranulph Fiermes, 48, and fell into crevasses, and each lost
his 37-year-old partner, Dr. one ski pole, making forward
Michael Stroud, covered 1,350 movement even more arduous.
The luster of their achievement
miles in their trek across the
southernmost continent, complet- was dimmed somewhat Jan. 7,
ing what one person involved in when Erling Kagge, a 29-year old
the expedition described as "the Norwegian, skied into the U.S.
longest unassisted journey at ei- Amundsen-Scott st.auon at the
ther pole."
South Pole, having started 814
Starting at Gould Bay near the miles away at the Weddell Sea.
Atlantic Nov. 9, they reached the He became the first person 10 reach
South Pole Jan. 16, and last week- the pole unaided.
But Fiermes and Stroud, over
end became the flfSt people to
walk all the way across the land 100 miles short of the pole at that
mass of Antarctica carrying their time, maintained they were in it
own supplies, without the assis- for the long haul, to become the
tance of dogs.
first to cross the continent
They had hoped to make it to unassisted.
Sir Vivian Fuchs, who in 1957the Scott Polar Base, 1,700 miles
from their starting point, but they 58 used vehicles in becoming the
ground 10 a halt 350 miles short. frrst to lead an expedition across
tmable to p-ess on, outon the sea ice. the Antarctic continent, said: 'This
The two men were lifted off the was quite an individual achieveice by a Twin Otter aircraft be- ment. for the two of them. It is a
tween 4 and 5 a.m. Friday, Lon- physical achievement of extraordon time, and taken to their Patriot dinary endurance. They are to be
Hill base camp, where they were admired for it."
David Harrison, a spokesman
said to be exhausted but in good
for the British Multiple Sclerosis
spirits.
Fiermes' wife, Virginia, fol- Society, which helped coordinate
lowing a phone call from her hus- the trip to raise money, said it
band, said "he sounded quite could generate as much as S3 milperky."
lion for the fund. The purpose of
During the journey, each man the trek, he said, was not only to
reponedly lost a third of his body raise money for charity, but"todo
weight Both suffered frost bite of what none has done before."

Richard O'Mara
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Mobutu's bloody grip continues
William T. Close _ __
eSpecial to The Washington Post

The two armies in Zaire plunder and kill differently. The soldiers of the "regular" army have
little or no ammunition. They loot
inKinshasa'ssprawlingslumsand
are as hungry and alienated from
President Mobutu Sese Seko as
the people they beat with rifle
butts.
In contrast, Mobutu's well·
armed Special Presidential Divi·
sion uses tanks and trucks to haul
away the contents of the wealthier
homes belonging to foreigners or
members of the opposition.
Then, during the night,
Moburu's elite seal off the city
and go on a killing orgy against
the rest of the army and their
families. Thus does Moburu "re·
store order," leaving hundreds of
dead and wounded in a city where
there is no medical care and now
no food.
Prime Minister Tshisckedi has
called for the intervention of for·
eign troops. The High Council of
the Republic, the democratic
transitional parliament headed by
Archbishop Monsengwo, has
been forbidden by Mobutu to
meet. Mobutu, ally of the
United States during the Cold
War and friend of George
Bush, has once more successfu lly hammered to a standstill
the process of democratization

in his starving and bleeding
country.
How does Mobutu stay in
power?
(1) He uses his Special Presidential Divtsion to enforce his will
against the rest of the army and the
population, and he controls the
National Bank, thus effectively
hamstringing Prime Minister
Tshisekedi 's democratically cho·
sen government.
(2) He exploits the persistent
split and antagonisms existing in
the opposition political parties
hostile to his dictatorship.
(3) He takes advantage of the
fact that the U.S. government is
still reluctant to take forthright
action to assist the democratic
forces in ousting him.
No one, not Tshisekedi or any
other opposition leader, will be
able to function as head of a
transition government so long as
Mobutu controls the SPD and the
bank.
The army's discontent and
violence are a well-planned maneuver by Mobutu to frighten away
the Europeans so that, whatever
brutal methods he uses after their
exodus, he can act at will behind
closed doors or closed frontiers to
eliminate with systematic ruthlessnessallthosewhoopposehtm.
It is wholly in character for Mobutu
to blameTshisekedi forthearmy's
killing and looting over the past

few days. Today, assemblies of
more than five people are forbidden, effectively muzzling the High
Council of the Republic, and press
censorship guarantees that no articles against Mobutu wtll be
printed.
George Bwsh steadfastly refused to play an open and forthright
role in opposing Mobutu's tyranny. He may have had his personal reasons for this, or he may
have followed Gen. Brent
Scowcroft's advice that Mobutu
was needed in Zaire to "control
thearmy."This"control"hasnow
been seen to condone killing and
pillaging by the "regular" army,
and to encourage systematic
looting under cover of darkness
by his Special Presidential Division. President Clinton has stated
that his administration will not
coddle dictators. Surely the new
administration can declare in the
strongest terms that Washington's
pussyfooting around Mobutu is at
an end. Freezing the fmancial assets - wherever they may be of Mobutu and his enforcers, and
tmposing a fuel embargo on his
country, are measures that need to
be taken.
William T. Close is a doctor
who spent 16 years in Zaire. He
was personal physician to Moburu
Sese Seko and chiefdoctor for the
Congolese army.
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More messages lost in
English translation
The following malapropian
signs and notices were written m
English around the world and
compiled man Au France bulletin.
• Spoued in a Bucharest hotel
lobby: The lift is being fixed for
the next day. During that time
we regret that you will be unbearable.
• In a Tokyo bar: Special
cocktails for the ladies with nuts.
• In an Austrian hotel catering
to skiers: Not to perambulate the
corridors m the hours of repose
in the boots of ascension.
• In Germany's Black Forest:
It is strictly forbidden on our
Black Forest camping site that
people of dtfferent sex, for instance, men and women, to live
together in one tent unless they
arc married with each other for
that purpose.
• On a Swtss menu: Limptd
red beetsoupwithcheesydumplings in the form of a finger,
roasted duck let loose; beef rasher
beaten up in the country peoples'
fashion.
• In a Norwegian cocktail
lounge: Ladtes arc requested not
to have children in the bar.
• In an Acapulco hotel: The
manger has personally passed
all the water served here.

•From the Soviet Weekly:
There will be a Moscow Exhibt·
tion of Arts by 15,000 Soviet
Republic painters and sculptors.
These were executed over the
past two years.
•In a Zurich hotel: Because of
the impropriety of entertaining
guests of the opposite sex in the
bedroom it is suggested that the
lobby be used for this purpose.
• In the office of a Roman
doctor: Specialist tn women and
other diseases.
• In an Athens hotel: Visitors
are expected to complam at the
office belween the hours of nine
and 11 a.m. daily.
• In a Rome laundry: Ladies,
leave yourclotheshereandspend
the afternoon having a good time.
•ln a Budapest zoo: Please do
not feed the animals. If you have
any suitable food, give it to the
guard on duty.
•From a brochure of a car
rental finn m Tokyo: When a
passenger of foot heave m sight,
lottie the hom. Trumped him
melodiOusly at first, but if he
still obstacles your passage then
tottle him with vtgor.
• A sign in a Majorean shop:
Enghsh well talktng.

All students who will be sophomores, juniors or seniors may apply.

Stipend $1,000 (plus Room & Board)
Date: June 1st-July 17th
Applications are available in the Dean of Students Office and must be
returned to the office by 5:00pm on March 5, 1993.

Questions: Please contact Joe Farrell, Dean of Students,
Lisa Heckman, Director of Student Activities or
Fr. William Biehl, Ass't. Dean of Arts & Science.

CAMPUS LIFE
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New Wellness
Program offers
healthy
alternatives
Wellness
"A lifelong process emphasizing integration of body,
mind and spirit through acceptance of personal
responsibility and commitment to healthy decision·
making. This results in individuals who maintain
balanced lifestyles, each with unique contributions
which collectively create a community marked by
health and well-being."
Michael James

JXOgJ'3Jllf<rthalewhoareintere&ed.
The Counseling Center is workGet out your sweatsuits and ingtobingothervariousJXOgr3I11Sto
running shoes, because Health campus. Taylor, along with Mike
Services and the Counseling Schaub, Eleanor Finger, and emotional wellness, too. It fo- prise occupational wellness. 'We said Schaub.
New to the Counseling Center
Center launched their Wellness Christy Kelly, is surveying people cuses primarily on dealing with want people to deal positively with
Program on Friday, Feb. 12.
from the community about what stress and anxiety. It also asks thosetheyworkwith. Peopleneed this semester is a peer advising
"Be heart-smart," was the theme health issues are not being ad- questionsaboutself-est.eem, which to overcome racial prejudices and group. "It's students helping stucan lead to eating disorders and deal with those with different dents," said Taylor. "We're only
for the pegram kickaf which was dressed.
lifestyles," Schaub said.
human. We're not born with an
held in the Atrium and open to the
Taylor wants to start focus depression.
The fourth component of
Finally, spiritual wellness, must insttuction manual. We need to
Jam Carroll University plblic.
groups on campus, facilitated by
There were plenty of hands on Schaub, Finger. and Kelly. The wellness, the intellectual aspect, be incorporated with the other take responsibility for healthy
activities for everyone. The groups, made-up primarily of stu- questions the academic scene of aspects of health for complete, choices and to take anything from
Cleveland Clinic and the Med dent volunteers, will fill out a JCU. Schaub said, "It deals with individual wellness. The Coun- the environment that will help us
Center sponsored heal thy questionnaire and have a personal how students feel about the qual- seling Center wants to work with with those choices."
lifestyleassessments. Theassess- interview with one of the three ity of their education. Is there a Campus Ministry for various serbroad background of knowledge? vice, directed prayer, and personal
Editor's note: If you are intermentcosts $20, but it goes toward facilitators.
reflection
programs.
Is
there
a
challenge?"
ested
in the Wei/ness Program at
a cholesterol test, a blood pressure
'We're trying to assess health
A
balance
of
work,
friends,
and
'We
want
to
take
a
holistic
John
Carroll,
and would like more
check-up, and a survey of blood needs for students, and then
school
with
minimal
approach
to
health
and
sb'ess
comwellness,"
information,pleasecallDr.Nancy
sugar intake, along with various implement programs to the JCU
other tests. It also suggests vari- community," said Schaub.
There are six basic areas of
ous exercises and diets for any
given lifestyle.
wellness that the questionnaire
"Consciousncssraisingisagoal examines: physical, social, emo- Jennifer Zorc
Kim Muckian, vice president of
The members appear very enof mine," said Dr. Nancy Taylor, tional, intellectual, occupational, Campus Ute Writer
the sorority. "It's difficult be- thusiastic about their organizaChairperson of the Wellness Pro- and spiritual.
Theta Kappa is a sorority dedi- cause of different schedules as tion.
gram. Taylor was present for the
In the area of physical wellness, cated to community service and well as our large numbers."
"I think pledging Theta Kappa
kickoff to answer the numerous Taylor points-out the need to de- enjoyment of the college experiThe sorority has two responsi- was the best thing I ever did,"
questions for the students. "It's velop exercise, nutritional, and ence.
bilities in their charter that must Muckian said.
important to lcnow what wellness weight control programs for evThe organization founded in beperf(J'medfortheschool. They
"There's always a friend,
means to you," she said.
eryone, but especially those who 1975 is the largest sot(J'ity on work in correlation with the Stu- someone to talk to or someone to
There were also health bro- are exb'emely busy.
campus.
dent Union and are responsible do something with." The 9Ks
chutes and healthy snacks avail"Bacically, social well ness
"We started with just a few forhandlingthevotingprocedure. speak of a sisterhood that they say
able fa- sampling.
asks, •Are there enough social members and have grown quite a They are not involved in the tally- is very important to them.
ingofthevotesbutworkthetables
"I'm very proud of Theta
Students could sign-up for the programs on campus? Can you bit," said Jacquie
newJCUWal.kingClub. Theclub, get to know and meet people?"' Mulrooney, president ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; Kappa," said Spisak.
designed by Taylor and students, explains Schaub.
of 8K. It now has 70
" I feel as close to
provides a structured exercise
The questionnaire builds on active members and 17
these girls as I do to
IESER\'E OFFICERS ' TRAINING CORPS
pledges this semester.
~
my own sisters.
"We're an organi,.....,
There is a common
bond fonned." She
zation of service and a
good, caring group of
goes on to say that
women," said Toddy
"we're sort of a a
Campus Life Edtor

Theta Kappa dedicated to service

8K

SUMMER SCHOOL
FOR PEOPLE
ONTBEIRWAY
TO THE TOP.

If you didn't s1gn up for
By the time you have
ROTC as a freshman or
graduated from college ,
sophomore. you can still
you 'II have the creden ·
catch up to your class·
t 1a Is of an Army
mates by attending i
"~~ officer. You'll also
Army ROTC Camp
have the self· conft ·
Challenge, a paid six·
dence and discipline
week summer course
it takes to succeed m
in leadership training.
• u
college and beyond

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE

COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
FOR MORE IN FORMATION CONTACT: Captain Brown
at 397-4421 or stop by our office on the 2nd floor of the
RECPLEX above the bookstore.

Spisak.pledgemisb'ess
"I'm very pround of Theta Kappa. 1 team and run the
gamut of different
this year. Each of the
members are required
feel as close to these girls as I do my
types of people."
to do two service
own sisters. There is a common bond
Mulrooney said that
formed."
"we're always there
projectseachsemestcr.
_Toddy Spisak, E>K for each other no
This may include giving blood, working at
matter what."
St Herman· s House of
Pledgemistress
Pledging for eK
Hospitalityhandingout
began on Feb..2 and
food to the homeless,
lasts six to eight
where
the
votes
weeks.
are
cast,
asking
Safe Rides, Christmas in April or
"You start learning about bedonating their Sunday dinner to for ID and checking off names.
Their
second
responsiblity
is
to
ing
a sister during the pledging,"
meals on wheels. Last October
update
the
bulletin
boards
said
Spisak.
many of the 8Ks worked at the
throughout
the
school.
"Your
closest sisters are in your
Haunted House for underprivi8K
sponsors
many
social
acown
pledge
class. All the work
leged children.
and
the
tough
times bring you
"Everybody does a variety of tivities as well.
closer
'We
hope
to
plan
a
mixer
with
together."
service projects," says member
each fraternity on campus"
Overall, the 8Ks seem to feel
Michelle Marshall.
that
the support they receive from
Their eventual goal is to do a Mulrooney said.
their
organization is invaluable.
In
addition
8K
will
be
sponsorority service project as a group.
Spisak
said, "It's a good feeling to
'This semester we want to get soring a night at Rascal House on
know
you
Sat
Feb
27
beginning
at
8:
00
and
have an organization
everyone together to do something
behind
you
that
will back you up."
for one big service project," said open to the school.

CAMPUS LIFE
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LIVING IN.

Nicole Trombetta
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BERNET HALL

·.• ·······.

Campus Ufa Writer

Pride. Character. Tradition. Those are the
three words used most frequently when residents speak of Bernet Hall.
Completed in 1935, Bernet is the oldest
residence hall on campus and houses 140 male
students. It was originally designed to mirror
Rodman Hall, which is directly across the
Quad. However, the Depression hit in the
midst of construction and a lot of the money
people pledged could not be collected. The
wing that should extend towards Pacelli was
never built and the result is an odd shape that
adds to its charm.
"The rooms are not all boxes, they are all
different sizes and shapes and the halls are like
mazes," said senior Dan Hanson. "It's more
interesting."
Hanson chose Bernet over East and Gnu
because he wanted to live in a triple and he
liked the thought of living in a hall that had a
history behind it. The location was also a
selling point he said.
"It's close to classes and we'reright on the
Quad," he said. "I can hang out the window in
the morning and watch the 'people aquarium."'
Even without the prime location on the
Quad, freshman Tim Gits still lilces living in
Bernet.
"This place looks like a dump, but I love it,"

EVENTS
T~SDAY, .~~~
....... 1,,\~..~.....

-ff•·'•:•<f!

:r

Wor~llop)~.esufnt;Wnt

ing, 5-6:30 p.m. in the Murphy
Room· · .:y.... ~...4·Mfl4••. ~~.... .....-:.4"""~.;·:: i,
Meeting;::~&:ui:}'~ot:Co1legiate JoUiilalists; §:45
,.,in
AD 225.
·· · "· · · · · ···:· ...

iii!;

Pe.ri'orm-

Pan-African
ing Arts· '-~vak! p.m. in

Kulas A~jPri\im;~QY
Bla~~Students.~

ti<¢SNdent ~~~ittee
and campus Mini's'O'Y.~
Bernet Hall, the oldest dormitory on campus, was built in 1935.

statue and the parKing lot"
Life in Bernet is not always a bed of sweetsmelling roses according the senior Daun
Forester. He says the biggest problem is the
underclassmen.
"(They) shave their heads in the bathroom
and leave the hair, they barf in the halls and pee
in the stairwells," he said. "And it has that sort
of odd smell about the study lounges."
Resident Assistant Bob Wagoner said
problems between freshmen and upperclassmen are to be expected.
about freshmen

Feb. 15 in the M

whether it's fair or unfair, it's a fact," he said.
"The upperclassmen see the freshmen as
troublemakers and they tend to blame everything on them."
With nearly a third of all Bernet residents
being freshmen most of the others being seniors,
Wagoner's job as RA is difficult.
"It's hard to get freshmen and upperclassmen together inactivities, because upperclassmen have this attitude that they have already
been through it (freshman year) and they look
back and forget that they were ever like that,"
he said. "By no means do you excuse their
damaging things and getting sick in the halls
because they are freshman, but realistically,
you have to expect it"
Towards the end of last semester, damages
were occurring so frequently on the second
floor that the RAs instituted a new policy
which makes anyone caught "messing up"
the bathroom or hallways or throwing
garbage in the recycling bins responsible
for cleaning them for at least a week.
" Whether it's because these are all
males or because there is a good amount
of freshmen, it's not fair to say," he said.
"But nonetheless, we've had to do it and
I don't think many other halls have had
to."
Despite the occasional disagreements
the residents have, they all agree on one
point: it takes more than a building to
make a great residence hall.
"You can only get out of it what you
put into it," said freshman Pete Miraldi.

Play. Grandma Duck is
.. Dead,8 Q~Jn~l).t:iUJe
·~·····Jo.c..

Theatre,a'miF6b.l9,20,25,26,
27,$3 in adiiance,
th~.
.................$4,. ,at.................
,. .....
~

~

FRlDAY, 19

SUNDAY,21
L~c·ture,

"Who:,; Shot

~r\by Bob Harris, 1-S'J?:.,m.

in.ltileJardineRoom. stX>rt~9red
by Student A~tiv~.
·

~me"voe8l~ua

Grou'p';·l~J~:'J~~ ;·rn the
Atrium, sponsored by Student
Activities.

MONDAY, 22

"What do you think is in the basement of
Rodman Ball?" ·

question of the week:
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Amy Oberst

Freshman

Freshman
"A mmature golf course."

Lorena Tomassetti
Sophomore

Ed Douglas
Junior

"Imported kegs."

'WUJC'sm~

"A casino. a morgue, an
ant famL The usual."

Jeff Siegel
Senior

Andy Botzer

loaDDa Gtatls

Tony Sbala

Senior

Sophomore

"EM$."

"M}." diploma.n

"A petting zoo."
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"A Jesuit beer and liquor
vault."

motorhead recoro
collection."

theJardil1~~90tn. sponsored by
the Assistant for University

Mission.
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High jobless rate one of Clinton·s biggest challenges
Jonathan Peterson

e 1993. The los Angeles Times

-

Last year, as Bill Clinton was
still courting recession-weary
voters in his quest for the White
House, a funny thing happened to
the U.S. economy: It started to
perk up.
Consumers began to buy more,
public confidence rallied, and
growth abruptly galloped forward
at the fastest pace in four years.
Yet, in marked contrast to every
other recovery since World War
II, jobs have stayed scarce. Hard
Limes retain a chokehold on many
regions. And the federal budget
deficit threatens to balloon in
coming years.
It is these crosswinds that will
buffet President Clinton as he
stands before Congress to unveil
his fix-it plan for the economy, a
package calling for long-term
sacnficetoshrinkthedeficit while
offenng a short-term stimulus of
new spending.
"Clinton has to make sure the
ecmany Jceeps growing. and he's got
to ctt the btxlget deficit," cautiooed
Robert F. W~tt. an economist
with the WFFA Group in BaJa
Cynwyd, Pa. "No ooe elseoouki do il
in the last 12 years. Can be?"
Attempting that,Clinton'splan
contains two, seemingly contrary
if coexiSting pans.
One key element is the stimuIus, a plan to create jobs and spend
even more federal money, albeit
temporarily, to make sure that the
nal.ional upturn doesn't slip out
the door as surprisingly as it
slipped in. The other, seemingly
contrary, theme is that America's
Jong-tenn economic well-being
dictates tax increases and program
cuts to combat the budget deficit.

The two approaches amount to 330,000 jObs in managemental one east altogether and been notori"giving with one hand and taking since the recession technically ously stingy with jobs. Nationaway with the other," observed ended in 1991, according to the ally, the unemployment rate still
Stephen S. Roach, a senior econo- MemU Lynch investment fum. hovers above 7 percent, and millimist at the Morgan Stanley in- Many expertS say that the cuts ons of Americans fear they wiiJ be
ulumately will be good for the next on the unemployment line.
vestment fum.
Moreover, the giving and tak- economy; that for all the anguish
If today' s upturn had performed
ing are certain to create winners they are causing, a more produc- with the vitality of its past counand losers, with uneven effects on Live, affluent nation will emerge terpans, Americans would now
regions, industries and classes of in the end.
enjoy 6 million more jobs, acworkers.
"The big picture is that it's cording to the Economic Policy
Equipment manufacturers are capitalism and that's basically how Institute, a liberal think Lank in
likely to gain from an investment it worlcs," said Wescott.
Washington.
tax credit that will prompt
As a result, some anaa wave of machinery orlysts congratulate Clinton
for pushing ahead with an
dcrs, analysts say. New
Many experts say that the
economic stimulus. Only
public works spending on
cuts ultimately will be good
they fault him for not makthe nation's infrastructure
ing
it bigger. "The mantra
could profit transportafor the economy; that for all
tion and engineering
of the campaign was good
the anguish they are causing, jobs, middle-class jobs,"
fums.
Defense contractors
said Robert Pollin, an
a more productive, affluent
will continue to bear the
economist at the Univernation will emerge
burden of cutbacks.
sity of California, RiverHealth care employment,
side. "Since then, there rein the end.
wh1ch grew right through
ally hasn't been much atthe depths of recession,
tention to it at all."
could be hit by spending controls.
Besidesattemptingashort-tcnn
Others are dismayed by White
Paper,alwninwn and otherenergy- economic stimulus, Clinton w1ll House signals that the overall
intensive industr1es may suffer attempt to move the federal bud- spending cuts will prove much
from higher energy taxes.
get onto more stable footing for smaller than tax increases, reversClinton, meanwhile, will try to the long haul. That is the reason ing the deficit-cutting priorities
put America back to worlt fast. for tax hikes and further spending laid out by Budget Director Leon
The stimulus package, expected cuts in defense and other programs. E. Panetta during his confmnato be in the $30 billion range, will
Corporations and wealthy tion hearings.
Many economists view tax
be divided between federal households are in line for higher
spending for public works jobs taxes. Also, the middle class will hikes as more harmful to the
and new tax incentives for busi- be drawn in, most likely through economy than benefit cuts, espeness investment.
some fonn of energy tax increase. ciaUy cuts for the affluent, beYet the spending pick-me-up
It all adds up to a "schizo- cause taxes draw money away
may have more meaning as a sym- phrenic\\ strategy, to use Roach\s from private spending and Investbol than as a cure: even advocates description, of trying to jog the ment Higher corporate taxes, for
agree that its size amounts to mere economy and cut back spending at example, will raise revenue for
pocket change in the colossal $6 the same time. Yet it is a strategy the U.S.Treasury, but may inhibit
trillion U.S. economy. Nor can TOOled in today' s moody recovery.
the creation of new jobs.
the White House do much to
Almost two years old now, the
"My biggest disappointment is
counter the layoff craze in corpo- upturn has snubbed Southern that they'll finance the increased
rate America that has wiped out California and pans of the North- spending through higher taxes and

higher debt," said Mickey D.
Levy, chief economist at CRT
Government Securities in New
York.
To set the stage for greater
austerity, Clinton has picked up
Ross Perot's motto of "shared
sacrifice." proclaiming that
Americans are best at"answering
alarm bells in the night," Clinton
last week told business leaders
that his economic plan will propose higher taxes for both businesses and wealthy individuals.
Nonetheless, the public remains deeply divided over the
sons of sacrifices that Clinton 1s
requesting, according to a poll by
Cam bridge ReportS, a Massachusetts research fum.
The January survey found
strong support for at least some of
the proposals. Solid majorities
favored hiking income taxes and
Social Sectrity taxes b the wealthy.
However, the public split
evenly on the question of raising
corporate taxes, opposed raising
gasoline taxes by 52 percent to 47
percent and overwhelmingly rejected having income taxes hiked
across the board, by a majority of
69 percent to 28 percent.
"Judging by public opinion,
the signs are alarming for Clinton
and his message of sacrifice,"
concluded Ted Byers, the fum's
executive vice president.
But personal sacrifice isn't the
only way to strengthen the
economy for the long run, the
White House believes. New incentives for business investment,
to be included in Clinton's package, are another way to shift the
nation away from its 1980s-style
consumer emphasis and toward a
mae investrnett-aiented climate.

::.

University of Wisconsin-Platteville

"If YOM ltave b.Ull castks in the air,
'J(JW' work ftUd not be lost.

TM1 is wltere IIIey should be.
Now pWillte /OfJNiJJJiOftS IUidu them.-Henry David Thorau

691-1982

Learn Your Way Around The World
e

e
•

e

e
e

Study abroad in London, England or Seville, Spain,
for a summer, for a semester or for a full academic year
Courses in liberal arts and international business
F1uency in a foreign language ruu required
Home-stays with meals
Field lrips
Financial aid applies (except for summer session)

Application deadlines:
e April 1 for summer session
e April 30 for fall semester
e October 20 for spring semester
For a program description and an application, call toll rree:

1-800-342-1725
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Meet the Fish
Rob Fargo
ASSistant Enterta1nment Editor

''Three Strange Days," the hit
song from School of Fish's selftitled debut album, aroused the
auenl.ion of radio programmers
and music fans alike when released in 1991. When it was time
to record a follow-up, singer/guitarist Josh Clayton-Felt said the
band's record label, Capitol, had
high expectations. "They thought
it would bemorepopthan it was,"
said ClaytOn-Felt. "'ThreeStrange
Days' was about where we were
then, but we have to move on."
Fish has moved on to a 13-song
sophomore effort called Human
Cannollball. "We're a lot happier
with this album," said ClaytonFelt. On the frrst record, he said
the band was more concerned with
song writing.
While the band has kept this in
mind, Clayton-Felt said, "It can
get too heady." Cannonball is
more about vibe. "Playing for nine
months on the road made us want
to do stuff that feh good to play
live," said Clayton-Felt
One way the band captured the
live energy of the new material
was by spending less than a month
in the studio. Clayton-Felt said
recording live and quickly, "diving into things," was pan of the
reason the album was named Human Cannollball. "It went with
the music," he added.
"Because they're loud,"
Clayton-Felt's favorite tracks from
the new album are "Complicator"
and "Jump Off the World." But
there are also some mellow moments on Cannonball, such as

ENTERTAINMENT
Grunge band School of Rsh gr81lledThe Carroll
News a ph0fl6 int&Niew on February 4, 1993 to
discuss their new release, Human CamonbaJI.

"Fountain." If there were only
one side to the band, Clayton-Felt
said,it would get boring. "It's nice
to try to combine them."
The band's new single, one of
Cannollball' s upbeat songs, is
called "Take Me Anywhere."
Clayton-Felt is excited about the
soon-to-be-released video for the
song, which will be shot entirely
in black and white.
In addition to seeing ClaytonFelt and other original member,

guttarist Michael Ward, those
vtewing the video may get a
glimpse of the newest musicians
working with the band. Chris
McDonald will be playing bass
and Chad Fischer will be playing
drums on theband'supcomingtour.
Fish also worked with some
new and interesting people while
recording Cannonball. Josh Freese
of Suicidal Tendencies and Infectious Grooves played drums on
the new album. Clay1.0n-Felt said
working with him was amusing
becauseFreese"liked to lick things
that other people spit out"
Matt Wallace, who had produced Faith No More and theReplacements, co-produced Cannonball with Fish. In addition to
letting the band be more involved
in production, Clayton-Felt said,
"He would do nifty things to inspire us. Like two weeks before
tracking begins, you switch to an
all beanie-weanie diet."
The uniqueness of Fish goes
beyond licking and eating pecu-

liar things. As on therr debut album,thebandputbuJeornobreaks
between songs on Cannollball. "It
makes it more of a record," said
Clayton-Felt
He said that the amount of ereativecontrolCapitolgavetheband
in recording Cannonball was "not
bad. "Clayton-Felt said the amount
ofexposure a major label can give
a band is obviously good, but that
manymajorlabelswon'tgivenew
bands much time to develop. "It's
good for bands to take three or
four albums to find out what
they're doing. On a major label,
you have one or two albums to do
something." ClaytOn-Feltalso said
that labels are signing a lot of
altemati ve bands, both good and
bad ones, because the bands are
inexpenstve. Thelabelsoftengive
them only one album to prove
themselves.
On thesubjectofSeattle bands,
Clayton-Felt said there is some
good stuff, but compared the
overabundance of bands to having "too many pizza stores." He
blames record companies for
signing too many bands that follow trends instead of signing bands
that are unique.
WheredoesFishfitintotoday's
musicscene?"Wehaven'tdecided
what we are," said Clayton-Felt.
But in recording Cannonball, the
band has come closer to their goal
of producing music that listeners
can get lost in.
lfthere were one thingClayi.On·
Felt would like listeners 1.0 come
away from the new album thinking, it would be these four words:
"Less thinking- more feeling."

Ash's CD is a Foolish Thing
head. It is one of those refreshingly well-crafted
mixes few artists have tried in a long time.
The latest solo album by Love & Rockets guitarist
I can seea direct Jmallel between "GetOut ofControl"
Daniel Ash, Foolish Thing Desire, is achurning dirge andthecol~yOOdAndrewRidgely(ofWham! fame)
with only a few shimmers of potential genius.
album that wm released two years ago. Noise, anyone?
Alttwgh he claims it's a "celetratioo of life's JX7ils
"The Void" is well named, because that is what I'd
and plearures," there are few plearures to be found.
rather listen to than that particular song. By side two,
The album kicks Ash's voice is becoming annoying. Whining about
off with "Here She "the land of the lost" and "Hell holes," Ash •s slithery
Comes." Imagine vocals are prolonged by way of too much echo.
A motorcycle engine introduces "Roll On," but
NinelnchNails'Trent
Reznor singing with this is no "Leader of the Pack." The dilute lyric is
Joe Cocker's backup repelled by the greasy grungy guitar underneath.
band. The straightforA pointless remix of "Here She Comes (Again)"
ward rhythm section follows. The guitar-driven reworking, however, strips
is complimented by an any vitality from the best song of the album.
ominous sampled
"The Hedonist" is Ash's autobiographical look
hom section.
back at drug addiction. He cheapens the confession
Vocally,
Ash with multiple fillers like "Uh, uh, huh," and "Get on
sounds like he is mak- down!" Thanks for sharing, but I'm developing my
ing an obscene tele- own craving for a fast-forward button.
Closing out the set is "Higher Than This," comphonecall, but it gives
the simple lyrics a much needed interpreuve boost. prised of ethereal vocals over percussive snapping
The highlights, though, arc the heated chants of and droning organs right out of a horror movie. Once
backup singer She Rocola.
again a creative mix makes the song.
Next is the title track, a major letdown. The music
Three song out of ten is not worth a $10 bill. But
is aU but stolen from any Bon Jovi ballad with if you liked Love & Rockets or experimental albums
production-line lyricssuch as, "Yes I will always likeNinelnch Nails' Pretty/late Machine, this one is
remember you...you were the one that never had to worth a listen. With the successful promotion of
cry in the dark,"
"Here She Comes" as an alternative single or another
"Bluebird" has a killer mix of well-JX'081'3lliTled couple years to work as a songwriter and vocalist, I
drums and Ash's dizzying guitar, though he tries too hard think Daniel Ash will enjoy moderate success as a
solo artist. For now, though, he is just a guitarist, and
10 captwe a trancending theme in sloppy language.
Ash's muse for "Dream Machine" was a home- unless he gets a job recording for Karaoke, that just
made strobe light Reluctant carnival keyboards, isn't enough.
clean jazz guitars, and sampled orchestra pieces set
•
Chuck Beilstein is half of the comic strip team of
the table for the psychedelic lyrics. Singing through
megaphone-like distonion, the songwriter hands us The Badd Comic, currently published in The Carroll
the hallucination of a little boy that lives in your News, and is a member of several 12-step CD clubs.

Chuck Beilsteln
Comic Strip Artist

• •
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Michael Jackson TV Interview:
Why is he the man of scandal?
Am'i Chan

Entertolnment Wrlt&r

'Tm gonna make a·change
for once in my life." Do you
mean a sex change Michael?

commentary
And another thing Michael, is
the reason why you grab your

crotch all the time to assure
yourself that you •re not a
woman?
These assumptions are as ridiculous as the many conclusions people jump to when the
name Michael Jackson is mentioned. Last Thursday, Oprah
Winfrey's 90-minute, unedited,
exclusive intccviewwithJackson
at his 2,700acrcCalifomia ranch
dispelled many of the rumors.
In response to these rumors,
Jackson said, "The press has
made up so many God-awful
horrifying stories that are completely appalling and so far from
the truth. It's made me realize
that if a lie is told often enough,
you begin to believe it"
The first rumor was that
Jackson slept in an oxygen
chamber to stay young.
Actually, the so-called oxygen chamberthat we see pictures
of Jackson in is an apparatus
used for bwn victims that was in
the Michael Jackson Bum Center (created from the 1$ million
settlement fee from the Pepsi
bum incident) "I'm looking at
this piece of technology and decide to go insideitandjusthammer around. Somebody takes my
picture. When they process the
picture, they say 'Oh, it's
Michael Jackson!' They made
copies of this pictwe and these
pictures went all over the world
with this lie attached to it," he
explained.
Another rumor is that Jack·
son bought the bones of the elephant man. '1love the story of
the elephant man. It reminds me
of me a lot I can relate to it It
made me cry. Why would I want
some bones?" giggled Jackson.

"Someone makes it up and evecybody believes it"
There's a recent story about
Jackson wanting to have a little
White boy play him in a Pepsi
commercial. "'That is the most
ridiculous and horrifying story
I've ever heard," Jackson ~
sponded. "Why would I want a
White child to play me. I'm
proud to be a Black-American.
There•sa lot ofpride and dignity
in whol am."
The thing that is most dis·
cussed about Michael Jackson
is the color of his skin. The
reason for his light skin is that he
has a disorder that destroys epidcnnal pigmentation. Hesaid that
the disorder began to take effect
sometimearoundtheOfftheWall
and Thriller albums.
"When people make up stories that I don't want to.bc who
I am, it hurts me. [The skin disorder] is a problem I can'tcontrol. My father says it's from his
side of the family. I try to control it by using maJc:e-up to cover
the blotches," expla.iosJackson.
Why are appearances so important to people anyway? Why
can't we appreciate him as an
artist, an innovator of music,
dance, and video?
Jackson also revealed that his
father had beat him as a child.
He also said t.hal. he is cwrently
dating Brook Shields. This might
have been the most shoclcing
piece ofinfonnation revealed in
the interview for me. He
wouldn't answer if he was a
vir in or not. He just said that
he'S 8 gendeman.
For those of you who arc
curious about why Michael
Jacksonalwaysgrabshiscro!Ch,
he says, "You become the emotionofwhatthesoundis.lt'sthe
music that compels me to do it.
I'm slave to the rbythm." Near
the conclusion of her interview,
Oprah asks, "Are you going to
lay off the crotch?"
Maybe we should start laying off him for a change.

-

l

The Easily Offended Need Not Read On
PJ Hruschak
Managing Edtor

Bugs Bunny would blush.
Mickey Mouse would cry. It was
flatulence on film.
That is the most polite way 1.0
describe the collection of 19 animated shorts affectionately referred
to as SpiU and Mike's All Sick and
Twisted Festival of AnimaiWn.
Presented at The Cleveland
Cinematheque last Sun~:::::iiii;;;;::y~ day, Twisted was
a beautifully disgusting compilation of animated
works, including
"Thank You Masked
Man," an irreverent representa·
tion of the Lone Ranger and his
"unnatural" desires, "InbredTed•s
Cartoons," a cartoon version of
Wayoo and Garth as inbred children, and "Shut the Fuck Up," a
grotesque series of baby-beating
and cannibalistic acts."Bambi
Meets Godzilla," featured the fatal meeting of two classics. Other
ftlms of mention included "Blad-

der Problem," "Keep Off the
Grass," and "One Bad Day."
F<r Twisted, sex,death, decapitation, fecal excrement., ~.
aoo genitalia of roth gendeJs were
reoccuring themes. This was definitely not meant fer the faint of heart.
Much of the animation did not
approach a professional quality,
with only a few cartoons having
the clean edges and plastic colors
that have been associated with
those bigger cartoon companies.
So if you are expecting to be politely entertained, leave the Miss
Manners etiquette book at home,
and prepare to be offended into
questioning your own humanity.
Twisted offers alternative toons
that everyooo should experience at
least once-either to laugh at until
they begin experiencmg bladder
difficulties, or just to learn what
they should avoid in the future.
Although there are no scheduled plans to show the 82 minute
film again this year, look for the
Twisted for next year with a few
additional film shorts.

... .
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University Archivist con1piles Carroll history

CAMPUS
SPOTLIGHT

Amy Chon
Proftles Writer

-pbo&o by o-1: o...
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Name: Naosuke Abe
Birthplace: Japan
Class: Junior
Major: Political Science
Hobbies, Interests: Tennis,
skiing, watching movies, politics
My favorite food: Curry and
rice
Ideal way to spend the day:
I'd like to slouch in a couch
watching TV and drinking beer
Favorite part of America: I
can get Domino's Pizza within
30 minutes with a low price
What I miss about home:
Japanese food and beer
First impression of John
CarroU: There are a lot of more
beautiful women here than in
Japan
Ten years from now I see
myself: in a Japanese company
Something that few people
know about me: I can chug a
glass of beer faster than any
American
Three words that people
would use to describe me:
skinny, funny, and out-going
As a child, I always wanted
to grow up and be: a Japanese
businessman
Favorite phrase in English:
"Hey man, what's up?"
Least favorite part of
America: Public transportation
Iri wasn't in coUege I
would probably be: working
somewhere in Japan
My most embarassing
1
moment: I got very drunk and
cried in front of people, which I
do not remember
Favorite Music: Japanese
rock music, Rick Ashley,
Whitney Houston

.I

......__ ccmpiled by Doni< 0...

Many people have the tmage
that library personnel arc people
who have their noses buried in
books 24 hours a day. But the
truth is that a librarian is a very
peoplc-on ented professional.
Chuck Wood, the university archivist and coordinator of collections, can argue this point
As university archivist, Wood
is responstble for the university
records and papers that date from
1886, the year John Carroll University was founded, until today.
Records find their way 10 the archives from the various departments years after their usage.
Wood arranges, describes, and
classifies all such records. A
computer-based data program retrieves the records from the archives.
As the coordinator of collections, Wood also coordinates the
purchasing and filing of books in
the Acquisitions Department.
The big challenge for the upcoming year is the fonnulation of
the Library Liaison,in which each
librarian will be assigned to two

Univers Archivist Chuck Wood
orthree subjectdepartments. The shelving area. Grasselli Library,
librarians will discuss with each
which was built in 1961, was
department ways in which col- originally designed toaccommolecuons can be improved and date 300,000 volumes. Currentl~
ways in which additional refer- Grasse1li houses well over
ences can be added.
400,000 works.
Wood is also on the building
Wood began his job as archicommittee for the extension of vist in 1980. The job was initially
the library, which is expected to
limited to the archives, but as a
be completed by 1995. This com- result of increased use of the limittee is responsible for deter- brary, he has become involved in
mining what type of library rna- different areas.
terials will be suitable for the fu"Because we do have a small
ture. This plan includes space for staff, everyone gets involved in
offices, computers, and a book- everyaspectofthelibrary," Wood

said. "I work at the reference desk
sometJmes. I'm also responsible
for the archives and rare book
collection in the Chesterton
Room, the largest collection of
G.K. Chestenon's works m the
world. I also work with the computers, so I'm mvolved with
practJcally every area.
In comparison w1th Wood's
prev1ous posuons at other academic librartes, he says that h1s
responsibllites at Carroll are less
restrained and allow for more
interactiOn with students.
"The job here IS very peopleoriented. We're not just off in an
office somewhere; we're m contact with the students daily, "
Wood said.
Wood has noticed that students use the library more.
" As the years have gone by,
John Carroll has become more of
a residence hall population. Instead of going to classes and going home to use their public libraries, students use Grasselli Library as a study hall and as a
research facility. The library has
become their home away from
the donn," Wood said.

Jesuit novice Don Dunbar trains at John Carroll
Jenn Fry
Pronles Writer

How would you like 10 move
around every few years, take on
new challenging jobpositions, and
meet a wide variety of people?
No, this is not an ad for army
recruitment, but the life of Don
Dunbar, a Jesuit novice here at
John Carroll University.
Every Jesuit in training must
serve as a novice for two years.
Dunbar has completed a year and
a half of his requirement He will
be spending the spring semester at
JCU to complete his experiences
asaJesuitnovice. Thefocusofhis
stay is spiritual development and
the comprehension ofJesuit history
and constitution.
Dunbar described his position
here as an mtemship. He anends a
few Spanish classes to brush up
before he treks to Peru for the
summer.
He is the Dolan Hall chaplain.
As chaplain, Dunbar always has
an open door for anyone who

MAKE

MY

DAY!

WE WILL ON FEBRUARY 25th
Recreation Complex
President's Dining Room
7:00pm

fil

would like to Stop and talk. He
also makes an effort to meet
people throughout the hall as well
as campus-wide.
Dunbar is working with Paul
Kelly in organizing this year's
trip to Appalachia. He has initiated a Challenge program on
campus, a program advocating
daily prayer and faith sharing.
Even though his Jesuit
lifestyle consumes much of his
day,Dunbar enjoyshisfreetime.
He is supposed to partake in
spiritual reading, but also1ilces to
read "Calvin and Hobbes. "
"There's a lot of truth in what
they say, too," Dunbar said. He
also enjoys going to the movies
and worldng out
The Church has always played
a part in Dunbar's life. At the
University of Michigan, where
he attained his master's degree,
he became involved with Challenge and lgnatian spirituality.
"Being a Jesuit will bring together the things most important

Jesuit novice Don Dunbar
to me," Dunbar said.
Among those things important
to Dunbar, social justice is at the
top of his list The fmt semester
of his second year was dedicated
to social analysis. He concentrated on an independent study of
Catholic social teaching.
Dunbar spent time in direct
service by working at soup kitchens and doing social service. He
also worked at a referral center in
Detroit, where he helped the

ATTENTION: CINCINNATI
AREA STUDENTS
The 1993 Xavier Summer Sessions Bulletin of Classes &
Workshops Is now available. Undergraduate & graduate level
courses offered in the areas of Arts &Sciences. Business,
Education, Professional Studies &Social Sciences.
Session dates: May 17 June 24 & July 6 - August 12
Call or write:

X\VIEK

91 summersesslons
'I 3800 Victory Parkway

1

UNIVERSITY

Cincinnati, OH 45207·3120
513n45-4381

Xav~r Uniwrsiry

i.r a11 academic commu~~iJy coi'NIIilled ro equal opporiWJiJy for
all JMrSoll.f regardless of age, su, race, religio11, holldicap, or NlliONll origin.

homeless and the impoverished
fmd clothes, money and identification.
Becoming a Jesuit is a long
and varied path. After Dunbar
completes his position as a novice, he will still have eleven more
years before he is ordained. He
feels the variety of experiences
and the interesting people compensate for any shortcomings,
such as moving so often.
"It's one of the challenges I
have to face; pulling up roots and
never being settled for long,"
Dunbar said. However, he feels it
is the best lifestyle choice for him.
Ultimately, Dunbar would like
to remain in a campus environment because he likes working
with college students. Teaching
at a university and promollng social advocacy on campus would
be an 1deal position for htm.
"Mostly, I'd like to be available to people and auain a broad
background for whatever comes
along,'' Dunbar said.
.Corr~'l'!lon:

Prol1k'

pa~l'

on thl' h·h_ II
ol tlw picturl'' ol

C'olk~·n K~·arn~~
I

Fkltlma \h'r~·

and \ "aknl'

rl'\~·r,l'tl.

PREGNANT? NEED HELP?

R

Call

BIRTHRIGHT

Lake;woo
Ei.idod
Parma
228-599e 731.0936
661-0400
Hotline: 1-800-848·5683

FOR THE
LOOK
OF TODAY
"TRIVELU"S ROFFl.ER AT RANDALL
"PARK AND ENTER"~
MAY CO & HIGBEE"$ AT
RANDALL PARK MALL

WALK IN OR CALL

581-6200
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Basketball team plays tough, loses two
Vickers and Bufford lead Streaks in hard fought defeats
Michael J :..:...
. =
Ka=dl=u=b:<.-__,,.__
Sports Writer

The men's basketbal I team lost
twice last week despite playing
two of its better games of the
season.
Last Wednesday, the Hiram
Terriers stormed into Carroll Gym
on a high note after defeating
previously unbeaten Ohio Northem. They may have been riding
too high, however, as John Carroll
raced to a 38-36 halftime lead.
The Terriers settled down in
the second half and although John
Carroll kept 1t close for most of
the contest, Hiram pulled out a 7868 victory.

Leading the way for the Streaks
were junior John Bufford with 33
points, and
Shannon

·pbaco by 0... 8Jtch

Head coach Mike Moran

Vickers who tallied 18 points to
go along with 13 rebounds.
On Saturday, the Streaks traveled to Westerville to take on the
Otterbein Cardinals and the Ohio
Athletic Conference's leading
scorer, Nick Gutman.
Once again, the Streaks forged
ahead early in the game taking a
39-341eadintohalftime. "Wehad
them too, there are no excuses for
the loss," said head coach Mike
Moran.

The Cardinals were able to take
the lead in the second half as a

result of 37-50 shooting from the
foul line. That's right, 50 foul
shots in one half. ln comparison,
John Carroll only attempted 31
foul shots the entire game.
Although the Streaks were on
the road, Moran did not place the
blame on the officials for the
enormous amount of foul shots
taken by Otterbein.
"There may have been one can
1 didn't think was warranted, but
that was about it," said Moran.
The Streaks were trailing by
three with three second remaining
in regulation when junior Kevin
Neitzel nailed a three-pointer to
send the game into overtime.
Five Streaks fouled out in the
overtime period as the Cardinals
squeaked out a 100-96 victory.
The Streaks were once agam
led by Bufford who poured in 25
pomtsmovmghimpastMikeToth
into sixth-place on the John Carroll all-time scoring list with 1,383
pomts. Junior Keith Hocevar
scored 20 points, while Vickers
had 18 points and pulled down 15
rebounds.
The two losses put John
Carroll's overall record at 10-12
with a 7-9 record in the confer-

ence which puts them in fifth.
"We're looking at two of the
betterteamsin theOAC,sowe're
happy that we can play with these
people," said Moran.
The 96-point outburst in the
Otterbein game was the highest
scoring game by the Streaks this
season against an OAC foe. However, the 100 points scored against

STREAKS

them was also a season high.
"As the season goes along the
offenses get better and better,"
said Moran.
The Streaks final two games of
the season will take place at home.
Last night they host<'.d the Student
Princes from Heidelberg. The
Capital Crusaders invade the gym
Saturday for a 7:30p.m. tiJH>ff.

::~of the week

Shannon Vickers
Sean Flaherty
Sophomore Vickers lit Junior diver Flaherty
up the scoreboard for finished his regula-r
36 points last week season with only two
while the forward waxed losses. Oberlin College
the glass for 28 divers were the only
rebounds.
ones to defeat him.

Union woula like to
extend a special thanks to all those who
contributed to The Make-A-Wish
Campaign.. Your enthusiasm made it
happen! A very special thanks to:
The Executive Officers
of the
Student Union
The Carroll News
Student Activities Office
The Rascal House
Lisa Heckman
Dr. James Lavin
The Business Office
P.J. Hruschak
Tara Schmitke
John Thorne
Anna Spangler
John Hogan
Jessica Froehlich
Paul Kelly
Meghan Gourley
Annie Tirpak

Kristin Kunzman
Bill O'Connell
Meridith Green
Angela Porter
Nikki Neumann
Mary Jude Detesco
Phillip Kangas
Holly Rinquist
Sarah Poweska
Nicole Randazzo
John Pakiela
Jon Petrus
Alison Perod
Mike DuBois
Samanth Snyder
Megan Farrell
Patty Gallagher
Sheila Sullivan

Jacki Liautand
Erin Shaugnessy
Annie Rath
Mark Falbo
Jen Allison
Renee Meade
Gill Geeding
Julie Beemingham
Mike Napalitano
Julie Smith
Mia Nottoli
Pat Klus
Carol Cullen
Elizabeth Gallagher
Tina Nappi
Katie Powers
Jill Patterson
Mark Paris

Ami Reed
Rodney Harris
Amy Caste
Tami Gray
Rose Abood
Dominic Offredo
Curt Ross
Nora Mackin
Kelly Crowe
Sara Tabis
Kristy Kelly
Thomas Jefferds
Mary Anthony
Doris Pudlowski
Carl Monastra
Sally Wertheim
Marty Simmons
Mary Micheal
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Allen and women
aim for 20th win
against Capital
and finish the game with the seniors," Allen said. "Their expeFocus is the name of the game rience brings stability and motifor the John Carroll women's vation which is contagious."
basketball tr~ as they prepare
In her IOOth game as a Blue
f, • t.~e b.gge:>t game of their sea- Streak, Carroll led the team,
scoring a career-high 23 points,
s.. I.
Tournament fever strikes the adding five rebounds, two steals
Blue Stteaks one w..:ek early as and a blocked shot.
Skedel tied a school record by
they must win theirtworl·maining
regular season contests l1l order to participating in her 103rd career
be in position for the Ohio Athletic contest.
Conference title.
In addition 10 showcasing the
Saturday's road game against seniors, JCU's 21 point victory
Capital wilJ put all 15 players to over the Cardinals reaffirmed their
the test, and will be agood indicator ability 10 talce control of a game
of how ready the team is for post- and dominate.
season play.
'They were very excited after
"WemustbeatCapital,orwe'll beating Otterbein," Allen said. "I
have 10 play them on the road in think they were proud because
the tournament," head coach they didn't have 10 fight till the
Roxanne Allen said. "What's the end."
pointofbeing 14-2 if we're going
From here on out, the Blue
10 have the same seed we had last Streak women's team must rise 10
year at 12-6?"
the next level of competition and
In the last regular season home play with a consistent level of
game for the five senior members intensity which has eluded them
of the team, the BlueStteaks used thus far.
a decisive 37-16 run over the final
One year ago, a very vocal
15 minutes of the game 10 defeat group of women prepared for the
Otterbein, 82-61, tying a school OAC tournament. They were
record for most wins in a season. enthusiastic and fought as hard as
In lribute to their four-year most men's teams. The talent is
contribution to the team, Allen still there, and if anything, has
started the five seniors: Beth gotten sttonger.
Arrowsmith, Lynn Carroll, Amy
"They're aware of what this
Jowett, Sherri Skedel, and Elaine weekmeanstotheirseason," Allen
Weaver.
said. "Now it's just a question of
"It was nice 10 be able to start getting the victories."
Lana Durban

Asslstant Sports Editor
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Swimmers
eye OACs
Jacqueline St. M_a_ri...:.
e_ __
Sports Wrrter

After defeaung Ohio Northern
this past weekend, both the men's
and women's swtm teams are setting their sights on the OAC's,
held atJohn Carroll next weekend.
"Beating Ohio Northern was a
great way 10 end the season," said
sophomore Ashley Maurer." Most
·pi>ooo by 0... Borch
of the swimmers swam off events
The carroll swim teams hold an "in pool conference" in
to break-up the monotony of our
preparation for the OAC Championships next week.
regul~ events."
Coach Mau Lenhart explained
that the swimmers swam offevents
at Ohio Northern to rest up for the
Mike Gillmor. The two national ConferenceChampionship. They
MlkeWorbel
qualifiers have been out in recent swam events that they would not
Sports Writer
The Carroll wrestlers took some weeks with injuries, but are ex- ordinarily swim, "to give the team
tough knocks last weekend against pected to be back for the OAC a mental break."
Ashland and Finlay in the Ohio tourney next weekend. Both went
Having ended their final dual
Challenge Cup Duals. The grap- through full practice sessions this meet on a positive note, the
plers lost both dual meets, but 10 week for the f1TSt time since being swimmers are looking forward 10
some rugged competition. injured.
the Ohio Athletic Conference
Ashland ranlced lith in NCAA
Gillmor's fill-in, Chad Chamionship with optimism.
Division II while Findlay is the Connelly has been making the best
The championship which will
eighth in NAJA competition.
ofhischance to compete. Connelly be held at the Johnson's NatatoCarroll head coach Kerry was named Carroll's Outstanding rium February 27 and 28 is the
Volkmann commented, "lt'ssome Performer by the coaches at the highlight of the season. Until
great competition and that's what Challenge Cup. Connelly won a now,the regular season meets
we're looking for, especially at decisive 5-2 match over an were practice for the championthis ume of the year. Hopefully Ashland oppnent to secure the ship. 'The losses throughout the
we'll be able to learn from some of honor.
season don't mean a whole lot
the mistalces we made."
"It was a tough match," stated until you get to the OACs," said
In the first match vs. Ashland, Connelly. "He was a pretty solid Lenhart.
Carroll took what Volkmann wrestler and it ~e down to the
Both Blue Streak ~s have
called, "the worst physical beating third period and conditioning. been the defending champs for the
since I've coached here. Winning We're a little better than them past three years and hope they
and losing is one thing, but we conditining wise."
keep the title.
don't like 10 get beat physically."
"We
are
cautiously
The grapplers now have two
In the losses, Carroll was with- key weeks of preparation before opt.Omistic," said Lenhart. "They
out the services of two of their top the national qualifiying OAC have been swimming better this
performers, Ken Cardaman and tourney at Capital.
year then last year at this time."

Wrestlers pinned by top foes

Women harriers finish third at ONU
Sixth record of indoor track season falls in latest meet

ItASCA
S

A

Colleen Creamer
Sports Writer
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Tuesday

Buckets of LITTLE KINGS
and Baskets of WINGS

Wednesday

MUG nita 9P.M. - close 15¢
Wings

Thursday

CLEVELAND'S #1 DANCE
PARTY College ID Nite... 99¢
Specials

Friday

Join the New Tradition..
Every Friday, TheWeekend
Kickoff Party • 99¢ Drinks •
SUPER HAPPY HOU R
4 P.M.- 9P.M. • PLUS: Uve
from JAMMIN92, meet Tom
Virgin at 10P.M. for the
HOTTEST DANCE PARTY.

The records continue to be broken as John Carroll's women's
indoor track team consistently
improves as the season progresses.
Last Saturday, the team placed
third out of seven teams at an
invitational at Ohio Northern.
In the meet. two records were
broken, upping the total records
broken this season to six. The
4x400 relay team consisting of
Lauri Kransteuber, Danielle Sluga.
Karen D'Angelo, and Gretchen
Schultz finished with a John Carroll record breaking time of
4:19.32. Kransteuber also set an
individual record in the 500 with a

time of 1:24.52. Sophomore
Danielle Sluga had an impressive
day placing flCSt in the 1,000 and
1,500 meter runs.

''The ~ is really coming
together," said coach Grove
Jewett. The improvement is
coming at a critical time in the

~

mscouNr
Saturday

Downtown's Premier LADIES
NIGHT 50¢ DRINKS FOR
ALL LADIES 9P.M.- 11P.M.

1 Receive one basket of 12 wings FREE 1
1with the purchase of a basket of 12 wings. 1
1 This offer valid in·the Rascal House Saloon.

L
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Please present your 1
JCU 10 with this coupon. One per cus1omer
_j

- ---------- - -------

0IN 0 PALM I[ RI

salon

J

WE'RE SETIING THE TRENDS
OTHERS WILL FOLLOW...
MUST SHOW STLOENT I D. REGULAR PRICE
SERVICES OM.Y. CAll FOR AN APPOINTMENT WITH
ONE OF OUR SELECT STYLISTS

CEDAR & GREEN
SOLON
GREAT LAKES MALL

381·7n3
248-8810
255-4888

season as the OAC championships
are only two weeks away.
Although the OAC is very
competitive in indoor track, the
team seems optimistic.
Senior Joanna Tomazic said,
"We have a lot of potential because we are getting depth in the
areas weneededit" JWliorSusan
Stulrus added, "We have the best
indoor track team that we have
ever had, and we are competing
well against the top ~s in the
OAC."
The optimism of the team is
shared by coach Jeweu. 'This is
the best indoor track ~ that
John Carroll has had in the eight
years that I have been here."
The Streaks will have the
chance 10 break more records on

Ash Wednesday
,
Masses _,;
lD
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e ~tU ~

~
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11a.ffi.,
!2:05p.m.,
4:10p.m. &
10:30 p.m
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-Family Hair Styting-

13932 Cedar Road
Unlverslt Hal hts, Ohio 44118

CLASSIFIEDS
Help wanted. Dialamerica,
nation's largest telemarketing
fmn needs communicators to
work: 9AM-1PM, 5:30PM9:30PM, 6PM-10PM, 9PM12AM. Flexible scheduling for
interview. Call333-3367.

• Discount with
this ad
• Conveniently located
In Cedar Center
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(East Ninth & St Clair)
Greeks & Clubs-$1000an hour!
Eachmemberofyour frat.sorority,
team, club, etc. pitches in just one
hour and your group can raise
$1000 in just a few days! Plus a
chance to earn $1000 for yourselfl
No cost, No obligation. 1-800932-0528, ext 65

Earn up to $10 an hour. Are you
looking for great hours? Great
money! And a great experience?
Max & Ermas Administrative Don'tlookanyfurther. Marketfor
A<>sistant Fast-paced, exciting Fortune500Companics. Call Now
restaurant :...ek:s motivated, self- atl-800-950-1037, Ext 17
starter to fill the position of
Administrative Assistant.
Personals
Responsibilities will include
payroll s upervJ Ston and Megs - All is 0 K. Late night at the
maintenance of all sales and movies? You STILL owe me a
accounting records. The right backrub. grumble,grwnble... Been
candidate will have resaurant on any roofs lately? Mocha. My
experience and will be able to place. Be there.
work independently. Some!--- - - - - - - - - - - - ;
computer experience required. One Hour Lady. Let the curling
This is an hourly position. begin...
Qualified applicants s hould 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
apply in person. 9am-6pm Moo- Nora - If it is games they want,
Sat at the Sheraton-Cleveland then it is games we'll play. TJS.
City Centre, 771 St. Clair Ave.

have you seen this one?
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This cartoon ran tn the AprO. 21,1978
issue oJThe Carroll News.
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McAllister ready to dive after last OAC swim title
Senior captain sets
personal goal to win
three events next week

-
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Senior captain Ross McAllister comes up for air as he slices through the lane during a recent meet.

captains for the men's team, along with senior John Callahan ·
and junior Joe Turi.
McAllister regularly competes in the 200-, 500- and
When Ross McAllister was four years old, he swam a
lap in a pool, touched the side, looked up and asked, "Did 1000-meter free style events. Citing the 500-meter disI win?"
tance event as his favorite, McAllister says his body and
Well this four-time Ohio Athletic Conference indi- training has matured during college enough that he views
vidual champion has never lost a dual conference meet in the race as a sprint. "As you get older and more advanced,
his collegiate career. But one would never know that it's more hard swimming. You don't pace it or jog it.
talking to him.
You're sprinting it"
Graduating from Gateway Senior High School in MonIn the OAC Championships next week at Carroll's
roeville, Pennsylvania, where the boys' team were section Johnson Natatoriwn, the senior captain will again be
champs for three years, McAllister says he had modest competing in the 200- and 500-meter events, but instead of
beginnings in the pool.
the 1000-meters, championship matches include a 1,650"We had a lot of really good swimmers there (at Gate- meter event or 66laps in the pool. But McAllister said he
way)," said McAllister. "When I came out of there I was is not looking forward to the 1,650-meter event that he
back-up (sprinter) swimmer,lane two, lane one, doing my equates with a marathon run, even though the senior
average times. I
captain is the
helped out the team
defending OAC
with some points.
champion.
We had so many
"I swam that
people in lanes it
66
lastyear. Ibeata
kidbylessthana
was hard to practice, but there were
s e c o n d
definitely a lot more
( B a 1d w i n Wallace's Jeff
people who were
better than me."
Forester). Itwas
So as the better
_Ross McAllister
like:
touch,
swimmers went to ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;iiiiiiiiiii;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;iiiiiiiiiii;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; touch (on the
the bigger schools, McAllister felt he had a chance to pool wall by the two competitors). Over 66laps we were
improve and that John Carroll was the place to do so. But swimming next to each other. I watched him. I let him go
his collegiate career was not even what he thought it would ahead sometimes and then I'd go ahead, but that was hell.
be.
We got in a pace where if you'd slow down, another one
When asked about his particular events, McAllister said would keep going, and you didn't want to go faster cause
he was a distance swimmer, "but not by choice."
you were already hurting. I keep thinking about that race,
"My freshman year, I swam the 500 (meter) free style in thinking, ' this is gonna hurt so bad.'"
thelastmeet. Allofasudden,(headcoach)Matt(Lenhart)
McAllisterdoesnotquestionthemen's orthe women's
said, 'Hey, wefoundadistanceswimmer."' And with their ability to win another conference title. Both teamS are
regular distance swimmer graduating that year, McAllister seeking their fourth consecutive Ohio Athletic Conference
said he was the heir apparent for the Blue Streaks.
title, while the women with be after their seventh straight
McAllister has channeled his energies and talents into title, dating to Carroll's years in the Presidents' Athletic
becoming one of the best distance swimmers in the OAC. Conference.
He became good enough to be voted one of the three
With an air OfJPodest confidence, McAllister says BBrennan M. Lafferty

Sports Edtor

I beat a kid by less than a second (B-W's
Jeff Forester). It was like: touch, touch
(on the pool wall). Over laps we were
swimming next to each other. I watched
him. I let him go ahead sometimes and
then I'd go ahead, but that was hell.
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W, if anyone, stands a chance at besting the Blue Streaks.
"We'd have to make some mistakes ,like false starts so you
don't get points. But the way Mau has us training, I don't
think we'll lose."
When comparing this season's version of the Blue
Streaks to the past three championship years, McAllister
says that he finds the 1992-93 Streaks more aggressive.
"You get a lot more people that are more serious about
swimming. lt'sstillDivision 111, but theattitude'schanged."
In reflecting on his career at Carroll, McAllister points
to support from hiscoachandfarnily,especiallyhismother,
father and brother Todd, who also swam competitively at
a Division II school,
as crucial to his suecess.
Interesting 1y ,
McAllister has developed a special relationship with his
teammates that does
not seem to exist in
most other sports in
.,
which they t~Ut each
other almost as siblings. "With swimming, it's like who
canhavethemostfun
or who can make the
·pbaoo ..-yJcu.,...
mostfun ofsomeone
Senior Ross McAllister
all the time. That's
what
keeps
everyone's morale up. ru definitely miss the team when
I graduate."
ButasMcAllisterswimsinhislastOACchampionship
nextweek,thisdistanceswimmermustnowhandoverthe
reins to another. According to the senior veteran, Carroll
swimming should be in good hands with freshman Rob
Morrisawaitinghischancetoshine. Unfortunately,Morris,
who trained with McAllister all season, has contracted
mononucleosis and will not compete in the OACs. "He's
trained as hard as anyone else," said McAllister. "I push
him in meets and practice, and for him notto swim in OACs
bumsmeouL But he'll bethenextdistanceswimmerto be
breaking records."
McAllister retains a realistic view on his chances of
making the NCAA Division m Swimming Tournament,
but has set personal goals for himself. "It would make my
day to win all three of my events (at OACs)."
So when Ross McAllister touches the wall for the last
time in theOAC championships, he need not look up to ask
if he's won, because it seems he already has.
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INTRODUCING
BURGER KING'S
JOHN CARROLL STUDENT
MEAL OF THE WEEK
A Dbl. Cheeseburger. sm. fries, and sm. drink only

$1.99
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